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Sustainability persists to be in motion at Tata Motors enabling to drive innovation across policies, processes 
and products. However, with our HorizoNext strategy where we are striving for the next level in design, driving 
experiences, fuel economy and connectivity, we feel the need to scale up our sustainability commitments with 
renewed focus. This renewed focus will help create cohesive processes that interlink materiality with 
stakeholder expectations, to perform, measure and report on sustainability. Hence, we have chosen to use 
‘SustaiNext’ as the new platform to deliver our renewed sustainability commitments. ‘SustaiNext’ will seek to 
align our stakeholder expectations with our ‘HorizoNext’ strategy to ensure that we continue to create 
long-term stakeholder value and progress to the next level in our sustainability journey.



Cautionary Statement:

This report contains “forward-looking statements” 
describing the Company’s objective, projections, estimates 
and expectations. Actual results could differ materially 
from those expressed or implied. Important factors that 

could make a difference to the Company’s operations 
include, among others, economic conditions affecting 
demand /supply and price conditions in the domestic and 
overseas markets in which the Company operates, 
changes in the Government regulations, laws and other 
statutes and incidental factors. 

Cautionary Statement:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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This is the tenth1 Sustainability Report of Tata Motors Limited and is for the period from 1st April 2013 to 31st March 
2014 (FY 2013–14). Performance data and information related to our Indian operations at Jamshedpur, Lucknow, Pune, 
Pantnagar, Sanand and Dharwad have been included in this report. Information related to joint ventures, subsidiaries and 
vendor parks at Sanand and Pantnagar are not included in this report. The reported environmental performance excludes 
our office locations and three company owned service workshops located in India. The information on economic 
performance, permanent workforce and defined benefit plan is reported for the entire company. It is our constant 
endeavor to influence and engage with our JVs, Subsidiary companies and Supply Chain partners on Sustainability agenda. 
As we progress in our reporting journey, we would strive to expand our reporting boundary to include material JVs, 
Subsidiary companies and Supply Chain partners.

The report is externally assured by DNV.GL and is based on the Global Reporting Initiative’s G3.1 Guidelines. It conforms to 
A+ application level of the guidelines and also serves as our Communication on Progress to the United Nations Global 
Compact, adhering to GC Active level. The report contains linkages to the nine principles of the National Voluntary 
Guidelines on Social, Environmental and Economic Responsibilities of businesses in India issued by the Ministry of 
Corporate Affairs, GOI and is prepared in compliance with the ‘Business Responsibility Report’ Clause 55 of the equity 
listing agreement with stock exchanges in India. 

1 The report covering our performance for the year 2004-05 and 2005-06 were limited to internal circulation. 2006-07 onwards, we have 
reported our performance on the public domain and can be accessed at: http://www.tatamotors.com/sustainability/sustainability.php
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We, Tata Motors Limited, are India’s largest automobile company and through our joint-ventures, subsidiaries and 
associate companies2 have global footprint3 that spans across several countries in North America, Central and South 
America, Africa, Europe, Asia and Oceania. We are the world’s 8th largest truck and 7th largest bus manufacturer, 
regarded as a leader in commercial vehicle in each segment, and amongst the prominent players in the passenger 
vehicles market in India. Our world class operations in India and overseas are powered by over 60,000 vibrant and 
hardworking employees4. The relentless pursuit of excellence through our R&D efforts has translated into many 
pioneering products and technologies. We have R&D centres in Pune, Jamshedpur, Lucknow, Dharwad in India, and in 
South Korea, Italy, Spain, and the UK.

2 For list of our joint-ventures, subsidiaries and associate companies please refer Pg 207-209 of TML Annual Report FY 2013-14 available at http://tatamotors.com/investors/financials/financial-reports.php
3 For our complete global footprint please refer Pg 16-17 of TML Annual Report FY 2013-14 available at http://tatamotors.com/investors/financials/financial-reports.php
4 Employees of entire Tata Motors Group
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The industry performance in the domestic market during FY 2013-14 and the Company’s market share are given below:-

To know more about us

Visit our website www.tatamotors.com

Refer TML Annual Report FY 2013-14 available at http://www.tatamotors.com/investors/financials/annual-reports-20F.php
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Dear Stakeholders,

I am glad to introduce our tenth sustainability report 
covering Tata Motors’ economic, environmental and social 
performance for the year 2013-14. Similar to previous 
years, we have used the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI) G 3.1 guidelines to present our sustainability 
disclosures in this report. The report is also aligned to 
United Nations Global Compact Principles and National 
Voluntary Guidelines on Social, Environmental and Economic 
Responsibilities of Businesses.

In today’s resource constrained world, the way businesses 
operate has significant bearing on the development 
imperatives of our future generations. We at Tata Motors, 
endeavour to imbibe principles of sustainability in everything 
we do. Our relentless efforts are focused on delivering our 
next-level strategy ‘HorizoNext’ that is based on intense 
product focus, benchmarking to world-class manufacturing 
practices, enriched customer purchase experience, 
consistent and outstanding service and a 
technology-intensive aftermarket support. Sustainability 
persists to be in motion at Tata Motors and we will use 
‘SustaiNext’ as the new platform to deliver our sustainability 
commitments with renewed focus. 

On economic front, the auto industry witnessed turbulent 
times which were no different for us. In such challenging 
environment, our domestic business lost market share in 
both commercial vehicles and passenger vehicles business. 
Notwithstanding the challenging market conditions, we have 
launched our next-level product strategy ‘HorizoNext’ with a 
goal to thrill our customers with exciting products. We have 
taken several initiatives under this strategy - new products, 
quality improvement and enhancement of the consumer 
experience - that will help improve sustainable profitability of 
the business in long-term. 

We continue to focus on developing vehicles that are 
efficient and help reduce emissions. ‘FuelNext’ is one of the 
key pillars of our strategy that integrates efficiency with 
driving comfort. Our commercial vehicles and buses offer 
superior fuel efficiency that helps reduce emissions as well 
as benefit customers with low cost of ownership. We have 
launched Revotron next-generation petrol engine which was 

developed using a range of eco-friendly and future-oriented 
technologies and also provide segment-first features like 
multi-drive modes.

Focus on green manufacturing is aligned to our strategic 
aspect of benchmarking ourselves with world-class 
manufacturing practices. All our manufacturing plants have 
implemented structured environmental management 
systems to assess impacts and devise mitigation plans. We 
continue to make investments in renewable energy and 
enhance its use at our operations. We have made 
significant efforts during this year to explore opportunities 
for water recycling and reuse, thereby moving towards 
‘zero-water’ discharge 

People are the driving force of the organisation and we 
endeavour to create an enabling and safe work environment 
with rewarding careers. We have institutionalised a culture 
of learning at Tata Motors to continually upgrade the skills of 
our people and enable them to achieve their potential. We 
share a cordial relationship with employee unions which play 
critical role in defining labour-management relationships and 
enhancing productivity. 

Safety & Health is of paramount importance to us. During 
the year, we achieved a reduction of 43% in Lost Time Injury 
Frequency rate but are saddened by an unfortunate fatality 
that occurred at our workplace. The incident leading to the 
fatality was thoroughly investigated and measures were 
taken to avoid reoccurrence of such incidents in future. We 
have also launched a Health and Wellness Manual to 
comprehensively guide our employees.

Supply Chain partners are critical for our operations and we 
continue to dialogue with them so as to assess impending 
risks. Our Pantnagar and Sanand manufacturing plants 
closely engage with vendor parks in the vicinity to provide 
guidance to vendors on issues including environment and 
labour management. 

The community development agenda at Tata Motors is 
strategically tied to competencies and business needs of the 
organisation while working on areas that matter the most 
for communities. Health, Education, Employability (also 
livelihood) and Environment continue to be core focus areas 
of the community development agenda. Through the 
Affirmative Action (AA) initiative, we strive to develop and 
deliver initiatives focused towards upliftment of certain 
disadvantaged sections of society

I would like to conclude by reaffirming our commitment to 
sustainable development and take this opportunity to thank 
all the stakeholders who continue to support us and are 
directly or indirectly part of our success. 

Cyrus Mistry
Chairman
Tata Motors Limited

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Safety, Health, Environment and Social Responsibility

• Special recognition in the ‘Safety Innovation Award’ from Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) India for driving safety 
initiative

• Excellent Energy Efficient Unit Award 2013 at the 14th National Awards for Excellence in Energy Management

• Global CSR Excellence and Leadership Award – World CSR Congress 2014

• Dharwad plant won state level award in 2013 for safe practices, constituted by Department of Factories, Boilers, 
Industrial Safety and Health, Government of Karnataka.

Manufacturing Excellence
• Tata Motors has been ranked 5th in IT research firm Gartner’s list of 25 major performing supply chain 

organizations headquartered in Asia Pacific

• Pantnagar Plant awarded in category of Quality Initiative Mission Educational Leadership Awards 2013 for the 
Vocational Training imparted in ITIs.

• Tata Motors bagged the first prize in the ‘Design & Engineering Solutions: Product Manufacturing’ category at the 
CSI 2013 Awards for Excellence in IT

Business Performance
• Top ranking in Best Investor Relations in Institutional Investor’s 2013 All-Asia Executive Team Survey

• Tata Motors, Jamshedpur got Six Awards at the 29th INVEST International Conference

• Tata Nano has been named the Most Trusted Brand in The Brand Trust Report, India Study – 2013. The report 
recognized Tata Nano as the country’s Most Attractive Brand and Most Trusted Brand in the hatchback category.

• Tata Motors was conferred the prestigious Indian Multinational of the Year Award at the AIMA Managing India 
Awards 2013

• Bagged the 'Innovative, Advanced & Highly Impactful' Award (Runner up) at the International Automotive Engineering 
Show 2013 Awards

• Tata Nano CNG won the prestigious 'Green Vehicle of The Year' at the 2013 Vicky in People's Choice Car and Bike 
Awards

• Tata Nano adjudged 'The Most Trusted Brand' in the hatchback category in the Brand Trust Report, India Study - 
2014

• ‘Brave the Storme' brings home Silver at Indian Digital Media Awards 2013 for Best Campaign on Social Network

• Bagged the 'Innovative, Advanced & Highly Impactful' Award (Runner up) at the International Automotive Engineering 
Show 2013 Awards

• CVBU bags two awards at Stevie Awards 2014 - 1st place in 'Favorite Customer Service Category', 3rd in 
'Customer Service Department of the Year’

• Featured in “Best 10 Companies in India to Work For” survey conducted by Business Today and PeopleStrong HR 
Services – Business Performance

For more information on Awards & Accolades

Refer TML Annual Report FY 2013-14 (Page 30-31) available at http://www.tatamotors.com/investors/financials/annual-reports-20F.php

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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The benefits of good corporate governance cannot be disputed. It supports 
effective decision making which leads to a well governed organization. A well 
balanced governance structure creates robust performance, financial, risk and 
information management systems and establishes high standards of conduct. 

At Tata Motors, corporate governance is of paramount importance and we make 
sure the Tata Code of Conduct (TCoC) echoes throughout the organization and 
guides every employee to conduct himself / herself in an ethically acceptable 
manner. It monitors aspects including anti-bribery and corruption, equal 
opportunities, competitive markets, regulatory compliance and human rights. In 
order to regularly comply with policies of the organization, all relevant stakeholders 
including employees are provided with periodic training and awareness on the 
Code. In the reporting period, we have conducted training sessions on the Tata 
Code of Conduct across the organization. In order to establish a mechanism for 
employees to report concerns related to violation of TCoC, the company 
implemented the ‘Whistle Blower Policy’. Our Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) 
Framework identifies the risks related to strategies, operations, finances and 
governance and examines any weaknesses in our internal processes. During the 
year, we had no instances of significant fines or non-monetary sanctions levied 
against the Company.

Reinforcing Ethical Values

August 2013 was celebrated as “Ethics Month” across Tata 
Motors in order to reinforce and reiterate the essence of Tata 
Code of Conduct (TCoC). The celebration was launched with the 
inaugural message from late Mr. Karl Slym on how Ethics plays a 
key role in being a good corporate citizen and thus evoking trust 
among all the stakeholders. The video messages of all the senior 
leaders emphasizing various aspects of TCoC were shown to all 
the employees at various locations. An online course on TCoC was 
launched in Ethics Month in order to facilitate training to wider 
section of the employees. Posters, Standee & Banners were 
displayed across all TML locations in English & Hindi on various 
clauses of TCoC. During Ethics Month, the “Conflict of Interest” 
policy was introduced. Session on Ethics in Business - Anti Bribery 
were conducted to enlighten on learnings from past reported 
instances of many other organizations elaborating on 
circumstances while focusing on gifting, donations and also the 
impact of regulations on our dealings and behavior.

The Board of Directors at Tata Motors comprises of 11 Directors of which 9 were 
non-executive. The Board, under the able guidance of Mr. Cyrus Mistry, periodically 
reviews the organizational policies, procedures and performance conducted by the 
Board. The Board has constituted a set of Committees with specific terms of 
reference/scope to focus effectively on the issues and ensure expedient resolution 
of diverse matters. The Committees operate as empowered agents of the Board 
as per their Charter/Terms of Reference. Targets set by them as agreed with the 
management are reviewed periodically and mid-course corrections are also 
carried out. The Board of Directors and the Committees also take decisions by 
circular resolutions which are noted at the next meeting. An Organisation Chart 
depicting the relationship between the Board of Directors, the Committees and the 
Senior Management functions as on March 31, 2014 is illustrated next page:-

To know more about Tata Code of Conduct

Visit the website http://www.tata.com/aboutus/articles/inside.aspx?artid=NyGNnLHkaAc

Refer TML Corporate Sustainability Report FY 2011-12 (Page 15-19)
available at http://www.tatamotors.com/sustainability/sustainability.php 
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For details regarding the functioning of each of the above committees please refer to our Annual Report 2013-14.

Visit our website http://www.tatamotors.com/know-us/bod.php

Refer TML Annual Report FY 2013-14 (Page 104-124) available at http://www.tatamotors.com/investors/financials/annual-reports-20F.php

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Management Systems

We have adopted Tata Business Excellence Model to drive 
performance and attain higher levels of efficiency in our 
businesses and our sustainability initiatives. An Enterprise 
System Model (ESM) manual comprising of enterprise level 
processes and their sub-processes helps us to conduct 
business in an effective and efficient manner. The model is 
continuously upgraded to ensure that it evolves in line with 
process changes, changing business needs and global 
paradigm shifts. This approach has helped us to evolve a 
uniform approach to all business processes across all 
manufacturing locations.

Our Enterprise Resource Planning system SAP gives us the 
advantage of reliable, consistent and accurate data across 
all areas of operations. Our CRM-DMS (Customer 
Relationship Management – Dealer Management System) 
is a unique initiative, implemented through a centralized 
online system and deployed to all channel partners. This 
helps us integrate our systems seamlessly across the 
value chain to deliver better service quality. We have 
implemented an online compliance management tool 
“Legatrix” to help us track and manage compliance of 
various regulatory and legal requirements.

All our manufacturing divisions are certified for ISO 
14001:2004 – Environmental Management System 
Standard and OHSAS 18001:2007 - Safety and 
Occupational Health Management System Standard. Our 
Pune CVBU, Jamshedpur, Lucknow, Pantnagar, Dharwad 
and Sanand plants are also certified for ISO 50001:2011 
energy management system standard. Our plants at 
Jamshedpur and Pune are certified to SA8000 social 
accountability standard and they are subjected to reviews 
and assessments which include human rights aspects. In 
order to ensure we have reliable and responsible suppliers 
for automotive production and service parts, we have 
mandated that all of our suppliers adopt the ISO 9001/TS 
16949 quality management system frameworks. We also 
encourage our dealers to adopt quality, environmental and 
safety management systems. Concorde Motors, a wholly 
owned subsidiary of TML, is certified for all three 
management systems.

Public Policy Advocacy

Being the largest Indian automobile company, we play a 
significant role in advocating for a better policy framework 
which is conducive to nation's growth. We engage with 
policy makers and regulators on these issues through our 
representations in various industry and trade associations. 
Some of the key topics that we engage with policy makers 
through industry and trade associations are fuel policies, 
taxes on vehicles, vehicle norms, climate change and 
sustainable mobility.

List on Membership and Associations 

TML is participating actively in the following National 
Committees which are working on formulating policies and 
regulations for improvement of environment throughout 
the country -

• Expert Committee on Air Quality Monitoring, Emission 
Inventory and Source Apportionment Studies for Indian 
Cities and Vehicular Pollution Control, constituted by 
Central Pollution Control Board, Delhi.

• Standing Committee on Emissions (SCOE) and 
Sub-committee on Fuel Efficiency Norms of Ministry of 
Shipping, Road Transport and Highways of Govt. of India 
(GoI).

• Sub-committee on CO2 emission norms of Union 
Ministry of Shipping, Road Transport and Highways of 
India, along with Automotive Research Association of 
India (ARAI).

• Ministry of New & Renewable Energy, Government of 
India (GoI), is promoting and assisting technology 
development for GHG reduction by way of increased 
usage of Biodiesel. TML is engaged in this initiative of GoI 
and currently running number of engine and vehicle 
programmes to commercialize usage of Biodiesel as 
soon as the same is made available to the general public 
by oil marketing companies.

• Working Group on Energy for Sub-Group on DST's XIIth 
plan on Technology Development Programme (TDP).

• National Mission for Electric Mobility.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Tata Motors Annual General Meeting
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Three years ago, through an extensive materiality 
assessment process, we had identified key sustainability 
issues that are of material significance to us and are of 
relevance to our stakeholders. The assessment was 
against the six materiality filters of financial impacts and 
risks, legal drivers, internal policy drivers, peer based 
performance, stakeholder concerns and opportunity for 
innovation with inputs from the senior management. The 
process was inclusive enough to gather inputs from the key 
stakeholders through focused discussions and 
questionnaires. The material issues where our 
stakeholders expect our response were supply chain 
management, materials management, climate 
change management, occupational health and 
safety and community stewardship.

In the recent years the automobile sector is also being 

subjected to other factors which have impacted the 
industry at large. The financial performance of automotive 
companies especially in the domestic market is impacted 
by the macroeconomic trends. However, we are optimistic 
about the future prospects and have devised our next level 
strategy 'Horizonext" which will enable us to create a 
stronger Tata Motors and ensure long term profitability for 
the organization.

We are planning to revisit our materiality determination 
process in FY 2014-15 to align our sustainability 
imperatives with our refreshed business strategy to 
‘Lead the Future’ while taking into account evolving 
stakeholder expectations. ‘HorizoNext’ – a customer 
focused product strategy – is the fulcrum around which 
we aspire to grow and create an enduring brand that 
stands true to our values.

To know more about our response on the material issues

Refer TML Corporate Sustainability Report FY 2011-12 (Page 20-21) available at http://www.tatamotors.com/sustainability/sustainability.php

To know more about our business opportunities and risks

Refer TML Annual Report FY 2013-14 (Page 89-98) available at http://www.tatamotors.com/investors/financials/annual-reports-20F.php

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Annual General 
Meetings

Quarterly 
communication 

Analyst meet;

Annual 

Quarterly

Twice a year

Financial 
performance; broad 
future strategies 
feedback and 
address of concerns 
approval from 
shareholders

Transcripts of 
teleconferences 
Minutes of AGM 

Customer meets; 

Key account process 
Surveys 

Feedback calls

Training Forums

Direct Visits

As per
requirement

Understand product 
feedback redress 
complaints 
suggestions on 
product development 

Customer 
Satisfaction Index JD 
Power Survey

Investor meets;

Investor calls;

Road Shows

Annual 

Quarterly

As per requirement

Financial 
performance broad 
future strategies 
feedback and 
addressal of 
concerns

Minutes of meeting 
action plans 

One-to-one meetings

Meetings in Industry

Forums

Requirement based

Relationship building 
appraising the 
government on 
industry constraints 
discussions on way 
forward

Minutes of meeting 
action plans

Stakeholder
Groups

Engagement
Mechanisms

Frequency of
engagement

Key agenda

Feedback
assessment

Shareholders Customers Investors Government
Regulatory agencies

��������	�
���������

To know more about our stakeholder engagement process

Refer TML Corporate Sustainability Report FY 2011-12 (Page 22-24) available at http://www.tatamotors.com/sustainability/sustainability.php

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Meetings with local 
community public 
hearing

Daily

Quarterly 

Community 
development 
initiatives 
communication 
capturing societal 
concerns

Minutes of meeting 
action plans 
feedback letters

Sunrise and Sunset 
meetings Horizontal

Communications; 
Horizontal 
deployment

Weekly/Monthly 
reviews 
improvements

Displays; H R Forum 
Q12 Tool Skip Level 
Meets; Town Halls 
Focussed Group 
Discussions

Annual

Quarterly

Monthly

Weekly

Understanding  
concerns 
communicating policy 
decisions and 
seeking feedback 
communicating 
performance 

Employee 
satisfaction survey

Appraisals Internal 
Surveys

Dealer meets, Joint 
programmes

Kaizen events, 
Participation in QFD 
and NPI,

Competitor data and 
analysis, Special 
training

Programmes 
Dealers Council 
Dealer visits Audits

Annual

Quarterly

Daily

Building capacity and 
technical know-how 
improving and 
delivering better 
response to 
customers 

Dealer Satisfaction 
Survey

Technology Days, 
Supplier meets, Joint

programmes, Kaizen 
events, Participation 
in NPI, Competitor 
data and analysis 
Vendor Council 
Vendor mentoring

Annual

Quarterly  

Delivering quality 
products; time 
management 
compliance to TML’s 
code of conduct and 
other policies;

Vendor rating Board 
reviews; Vendor 
Satisfaction Surveys

Community;
Society 

Employees Dealers Suppliers / Vendors

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Every year at Tata Motors, we engage with various stakeholders on an ongoing basis with a constructive process to map 
their expectations and concerns, which are vital inputs for our strategic business planning and improvement. To ensure 
wide coverage and in-depth engagement with our stakeholders we have adopted both formal and informal mechanisms. 
Conducting an exhaustive stakeholder engagement is an activity of the respective business function at Tata Motors. 
Response and mitigation plans are made to address stakeholder expectations and concerns and results are 
communicated through appropriate forums.

��������	�
���������
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Customer
Delight
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To know more about the initiatives 

Refer TML Corporate Sustainability Report FY 2011-12 (Page 22-24) available at http://www.tatamotors.com/sustainability/sustainability.php

One crucial step towards maintaining or raising customer 
satisfaction is through running feedback surveys. 
Customer feedback provides great insight in the quality of 
the products we develop. We have developed multitude 
feedback systems at various customer touch-points. We 
have integrated these systems across the lifecycle stages 
of customer interaction to provide consistent service 
levels. We respect the customer feedback that we receive 
across the length and breadth of our operations and also 
use world renowned tools like the J.D. Power survey to 
evaluate our overall customer satisfaction to benchmark 
with our industry peers. We have improved our J.D. Power 
survey score for passenger vehicles from 796 in 2012 to 
799 in 2013.

To help us enjoy continued trust and ensure data security of 
our valued customers a robust consumer privacy policy is in 
place. We also track and measure key aspect of customer 
dissatisfaction. We have an established Complaint 
Management Process and all complaints are assessed to 
identify root causes. The customers are provided feedback 
on the resolution of the complaint as well.  

HorizoNext

Geared for the level ‘Next’, we have refreshed our product 
strategy to create vehicles that exceed customer 
expectations in every aspect. ‘HorizoNext’ sets the platform 
for us to innovate for the future. Some of the major 
dimensions of our ‘HorizoNext’ initiative includes -

DesignNext - The NEXT Level in Design

At Tata Motors, we are redefining the way we design. 
DesignNext, our new design language, shapes our 
philosophy in engineering vehicles that not only look good 
but feel good too. For our range of commercial vehicles, we 
are incorporating key elements of which an excellent 
combination of sleek, smart styling and enhanced comfort 
that increases driver productivity.

DriveNext - The NEXT Level in Driving Experiences

To ensure superior performance, we have implemented the 
DriveNext concept, a new approach to the driving dynamics 
that offers the driver complete control of a highly 
responsive machine – from the precision of the steering to 
the balance and handling and in the response of the power 
train.

FuelNext - The NEXT Level in Fuel Economy

Through our FuelNext philosophy, we ensure a cleaner and 
greener environment, transport efficiency and driving 
comfort at its best.

ConnectNext - The NEXT Level in Connectivity

In our HorizoNext journey towards great products that 
exceed customer needs, ConnectNext is one of the key 
‘Next’ pillars personifying the ‘connect’ of our cars with 
customers and their environment.

Customer satisfaction is of prime importance for us and that is why at Tata Motors, we work diligently and consistently to 
enhance our customer engagement and relationship initiatives in order to provide the best quality and service standards 
to our valued customers. We have integrated our Customer Relationship Management (CRM) framework with Dealer 
Management System (DMS) to ensure customer service quality is met. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Economic
Performance
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The global economic environment continues to be in a volatile state and its ramifications can be seen too within India’s 
automotive sector. The industry has been experiencing a slump owing to slow growth, rising interest rates and higher 
petrol prices which have taken a toll on industry performance. 

Globally too, the growth in global passenger car markets eased back in 2013, partly because of the continued slump in 
European market, but also because of the disappointing performance of some emerging markets, notably India and Russia. 
However, despite the economic turbulence, the automotive industry’s medium-term prospects remains bright, and are 
expected to be boosted by the growth fueled by private consumption and by demographic trends. 

This year, we recorded a gross turnover of INR 377.58 billion, leading to a decrease of 23.4%, from the previous year. Our 
EBITDA margins have gone down from positive 4.8% to negative 1.4% in FY 2013-14. We have made sales of 569,677 
(CVBU and PVBU) which is 30.2% lesser as compared to last year’s sales records. Our market share in the Indian 
automotive industry has been 16.6% which shows a decrease as compared to previous year’s 22.1% market share. We 
have exported 49,922 vehicles during the FY 2013-14 which is lower by 2.0% as compared to FY 2012-13.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

5 Includes ‘Other Income – revenues from financial instruments’
6 Includes community investments
* Economic Performance data has been restated for the year 2012-13 from last year Sustainability report

Economic Performance 2011-12 2012-13* 2013-14

Economic Value Generated 597.95 514.08 415.91

Gross Revenue5  597.95 514.08 415.91

Economic Value Distributed 596.67 514.32 427.85

Operating Costs6 488.59 418.67 342.92

Employee Benefits and Wages 26.91 28.37 28.78

Payments to providers of capital 24.99 20.32 19.89

Payments to government 56.18 46.95 36.26

Economic Value Retained 1.27 -24.29 -11.94

Our total expenditure on CSR is INR 17.33 Crores which is 5.17% of TML’s Profit after Tax (PAT) excluding spend on 
Environment Sustainability (about INR 23.21 Crores). 

For more information

Refer our Annual Report FY 2013-14 available at our website.

Figures in billion Indian rupees
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India’s GDP growth continued to be below 5% and Industrial growth remained in negative territory. Consequently, the 
Indian auto industry witnessed a decline in both passenger vehicles and in commercial vehicles segment by 4.7% and 
22.4% respectively. However, globalization and outsourcing, have increased the need to improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of products. Innovation has always been an important focus area of our business. With the automobile 
industry being a fast evolving one, we leverage innovation to stand out from our peers. Consumer expectations drive 
innovation which focuses on vehicle quality, reliability, safety, and utility Improvisation elevates customer demand and 
satisfaction.

Sustainable transport

TML is working on following special projects involving environment friendly technologies using alternative energy;

Fuel cell Bus: Fuel cell Bus is a derivative of the Series Hybrid Bus, in that the electric 
power source is a fuel cell. A fuel cell is a primary battery, which oxidises hydrogen to 
water through a catalyst, generating electrical energy during the process. The oxidation 
occurs at much lower temperature than combustion temperatures of hydrogen, 
resulting in no emissions other than water. The first prototype was successfully 
demonstrated in July 2013. TML is developing a fleet of 10 fuel cell buses for a 
technology demonstration programme supported by the Government of India.

Electric Car: TML is developing an Electric Car based on Indica platform targeted at 
European markets where there is surplus electricity generation from renewable 
sources. Several of these Electric cars participated in the 12-month fleet trials under 
the Coventry and Birmingham Low Emission Demonstrator (CABLED) programme in the 
UK. The electric powertrain is now in the process of being adapted to newer platforms.

Electric Small Commercial Vehicle: An all-electric small commercial vehicle is 
under development at TML for North America and Europe. The vehicle has been 
launched in the UK. Development of fleets for pilot demonstration programmes in India 
are in process.

Hybrid Bus: TML is developing a Diesel/CNG series hybrid bus for European and 
Asian markets. The traction system is all electric and a down-sized ultra low emission IC 
engine runs a generator to charge the batteries. The vehicle has optimised regenerative 
braking and auto stop-start of engine as well as full accessory electrification in order to 
maximise fuel economy under heavy urban traffic conditions. Ten hybrid buses have been 
handed over to the city of Madrid, Spain, and are in revenue service there.

Hybrid Electric Car: A concept hybrid car based on Tata Manza was displayed at the 
Auto Expo 2012 in Delhi. The prototype is under testing and further development of the 
vehicle is continuing.
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Greener Magic: FuelNext promotes a clean and green environment, improve 
efficiency and make driving a lot more comfortable. The striking Magic Electric is an 
eco-friendly passenger transport vehicle. 

Iris EV: Tata Motors has also developed Iris EV that comfortably carry 5 passengers 
and has a range of 40km in one charge.

Greener Indigo: With the launch of the Tata Indigo emax and the Tata Indica emax, 
Tata Motors has expanded its CNG portfolio. The two variants are now available in 
Maharashtra, Delhi, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Tripura. Both the 
variants are highly fuel-efficient and have low carbon footprints. While the Tata Indigo 
emax is all about luxury, power and performance, it is also the most fuel efficient sedan 
on India’s roads. The car is high on driving comfort and suspension. The Tata Indica 
emax impresses with its fuel efficiency and sports spacious and comfortable interiors.

Greener Revotron: Power and fuel-efficiency are what car customers want and that 
is what Tata Motors will deliver with its new Revotron family of engines. With the 
Revotron bringing performance, refinement and economy to its cars, the new engine 
series will add a powerful petrol portfolio to an already strong diesel one. The next-gen 
petrol engine has been designed keeping in mind varied weather conditions and 
customer preferences, and tested for global standards in the UK and Korea.

The Greener Nano: With increased demand in the transport industry and continuous 
depletion of fuel reserves, there was a need for a fuel efficient mode of transport which 
will not only make the transportation more economical but also can reduce the 
environmental ill effects of the currently used fossil fuels. With this objective in mind, 
CNG (Compressed Natural Gas) was found most promising and was planned to be 
implemented in Nano. Implemented on the current Nano platform with 2 Cylinder MPFI 
Gasoline engine, the car can run on both Gasoline & CNG fuels thus enhancing the 
vehicle distance range. It uses single ECU for smartly controlling the fuel changeover 
based on the driver demand and intelligently detects the various safety problems & 
applies an immediate corrective action. This initiative also leads to lowest CO2 emission 
of 75g/km and has won the Idea Notarization for the CNG leakage & healing strategy 
and Best in class fuel economy of 36kmpkg in CNG Mode.

To know more about our innovation agenda and R&D capabilities

Visit our website http://www.tatamotors.com/know-us/company-profile.php

Refer TML Annual Report FY 2013-14 available at http://www.tatamotors.com/investors/financials/annual-reports-20F.php
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Product Life cycle assessments and 
environmental impacts

TML has completed Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of the 
Nano car and we are now the first Indian automobile 
company to do LCA of a car. We have also evaluated the 
carbon-footprint of a product in life-cycle basis.

Breakthrough in alternate material usage

Fuel is an expensive and a non-renewable resource. 
Increased usage leads to higher emissions and depletion of 
the resource. As is known, fuel cost forms substantial part 
of the total cost of ownership in commercial vehicles. As 
such, even a small benefit in fuel consumption helps 
customers economically and helps in reduction of emissions 
environmentally. We have developed a special lubricant oil 
formulation with extensive trials in-field and engine test cells, 
the final oil formulation evolved. This initiative is extended to 
passenger vehicles and led to a direct benefit in total cost 
of ownership at customer end and helped customers own 
more environmental friendly vehicles.

Efforts to reduce ozone layer depletion

The quantity of high GWP R134a refrigerant which is used 
in our products has been reduced in some of our 
passenger cars and commercial vehicles. In Indica NA car 
and Xenon pick-up truck we have implemented new types of 
evaporators in the refrigerant circuit which has resulted in 
reducing the quantity of high GWP refrigerant by 220 
grams and 50 grams respectively.

Noise reduction

In order to become a more sustainable organization, we 
have continued to innovate our products in the areas of 
noise and vibration reduction.  The noise levels of the heavy 
Prima Lx 4028.S trucks were observed to be high. In order 

to reduce the levels of noise acoustic side shields were 
given to the Power-train of the Truck, acoustic bottom 
shields were given to the engine & clutch of the truck, VAM 
[vehicle acceleration management] filter was well tuned as 
a function of vehicle speed and a design intent silencer was 
fixed onto the truck. Accurate measurements of the Truck 
were taken so as to check compliance levels as per IS: 
3028 Test conditions.  These changes helped achieve 
drastic noise reduction of the Trucks while running over 
roads at high speeds thus contributing to lower ambient 
noise levels.

Product safety

At Tata Motors we see safety as a priority and have 
therefore developed path breaking initiatives to ensure 
safety. The philosophy guiding this endeavour is that in the 
event of an accident protecting the passenger becomes 
paramount. We are committed to develop best-in-class 
products, with the latest technologies for passenger safety 
and comfort. World-class automotive research and 
development are key factors that contribute to our 
leadership.

Our Crash Test Facility developed new test capabilities in 
the areas of material & component characterization at 
high strain rates/deformation rates. Metal and plastic 
components are being tested to help us generate material 
cards for improved predictions through Computer Aided 
Engineering. In order to evaluate the performance of 
collision avoidance technologies, test facility is being 
installed. This is undergoing trials. Sled test facility has 
been re-located and installed for repeatability, work 
efficiency & being able to take up restraints integration 
tests in-house. Due care, misuse-abuse full vehicle tests for 
airbag development was conducted unmanned to enhance 
safety in the test facility in the premises

Safari Family

Indica Vista

Indica Family

Aria Family

Xenon Family
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For more information regarding our product launches

 Refer to the Tata Motors Annual Report FY 2013-14 (page numbers 13-14).
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Investing in Technology

During the year, 68 patent applications and 130 design 
applications were filed by us during the course of the year. 
20 patents were granted and 24 designs were registered, 
for the applications filed in earlier years. In FY 2013-14 we 
spent INR 2,144 billion on Research and Development 
activities including expenditure on capital assets. 

We have been proactive in complying with regulatory 
requirements pertaining to emissions, safety, product 
labelling and other clauses of the Central Motor Vehicle 
Rules of India and Bureau of Indian Standards. Information 
about our products has to be disclosed as per the Bureau 
of Indian Standards. The products and service information 
including vehicle stickers and manuals are in compliance 

with all the standards that govern us, based on the laws of 
the land where we sell our vehicles.

We adhere to the Advertising Standards Council of India 
(ASCI) code for marketing related communication and our 
policy on advertising promotes responsible advertising 
based on only justifiable or proven facts. We have not 
received any sanctions or financial penalties for the 
violation of regulatory norms regarding aspects of health 
and safety impacts of products and services; product and 
service information and labelling; marketing 
communications including advertising, promotion, and 
sponsorship; and provision and use of products and 
services. We also conduct voluntary ‘product upgrade’ 
drives to provide customers with upgraded components.

Design concept Nexon takes forward the concept of DesignNext
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8 Last year the renewable energy was reported as a percentage of total indirect energy consumption. This year we have reported the renewable energy as a percentage of total energy (direct + indirect) consumption and have made restatements to the previous years’ information.
9 Energy savings reported are on annualized basis estimating the energy savings of ENCON initiatives for one complete year
10 The direct emissions are calculated based on the fuel quantity consumed using IPCC default emission factors. The indirect emissions are calculated based on electricity sourced from grid using the latest grid emission factors published by Central Electricity Authority, India. The 

emission reductions are calculated based on the latest grid emission factors published by Central Electricity Authority, India for electricity saved and IPCC default emission factors for fuel saved.
* Intensity ratios have been worked out on basis of vehicles produced from Tata Motors manufacturing locations.

2,339,686

2,175,8601,693,690

2,876,120

Direct Energy Indirect Energy

1,541,920

Total Energy Consumed

GJ

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

Direct Energy Indirect Energy

2.63

2.852.22

3.23

2.77

Energy Consumed per vehicle produced*

GJ per vehicle produced

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14 1.85

479,360

293,218

Renewable energy

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14 372,443

Percentage of renewable
energy consumption

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

9.19%

14.48%

7.58%

Direct Emissions Indirect Emissions

413,405190,814

110,267 407,792

Total GHG Emissions

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14 81,277

We have adopted the Tata Group climate change policy to 
channelize our efforts in mitigating and adapting to climate 
change. We have developed action plans in line with this 
policy for our PVBU and CVBU operations. We will continue 
to pursue low carbon growth through development of 
cleaner and more fuel efficient vehicles, reduction of 
environmental impacts of manufacturing operations and 
enhancement of awareness among stakeholders. We are 
also working on various alternate fuel technologies like 
electric vehicles, hybrid vehicles and fuel cell technologies.

Energy and Emissions

We constantly endeavour to improve our energy efficiency 
and increase our clean energy mix. The conventional fuels  
used to meet our energy needs are high speed diesel 
(HSD), light diesel oil (LDO), furnace oil (FO), liquefied 
petroleum gas (LPG), propane, compressed natural gas 
(CNG), and natural gas (NG). We consume diesel and petrol 
as fuel for engine testing and transport vehicles.

We have invested in renewable energy in order to meet the 
increasing demands of our plants and utilised wind energy 
at our Pune, Sanand and Dharwad plants and solar energy 
at our Lucknow plant. A total of 372443 GJ of renewable 
energy has been utilised during the year, resulting in the 
emissions avoidance of 84834 tCO2. Renewable energy8 
accounted for 14.48% of total energy consumption during 
the year. 

Tata Motors has registered its wind energy projects under 
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). In addition to own 
‘captive wind power’ projects of 21.95 MW capacity, Tata 
Motors purchases wind power from ‘Third Party wind 
developers’ through open access. Power Purchase 
Agreements are signed with 5 parties for purchase of 
additional wind power of 8.80 crore Wind units. As a result 
at CVBU Pune wind power utilization was 9.07 Crore wind 
units (equivalent CO2e Reduction of 84,931 tCO2e) in FY 
2013-14, with net savings in electricity charges of 27.14 
Crores.

Tata Motors captive 21.95MW Wind Power project is 
registered under Renewable Energy Certificate (REC) 
scheme. Of the cumulative 32,544 RECs generated; 
18,931 RECs are sold through auction, yielding a 
cumulative benefit of 2.72 Crores.

Energy conservation is a major process improvement 
driver across our manufacturing plants. We have a 
structured process to identify and implement ENCON 
(Energy Conservation Initiatives) at our plants. The 
annualised energy savings during the year are to the tune 
of 93,384 GJ9, leading to an estimated avoidance of 
21,270 tCO2e emissions10. Some of the key energy 
conservation initiatives undertaken across all our plants 
this year include:

• Optimizing the operation of Forced Draught Ventilation 
(FDV's) at Jamshedpur lead to an annual savings of 
13.46 lakh KWh

271,835
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86239

131677

Annualised energy savings due to
ENCON initiatives

GJ

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

0.113

0.148

Total Energy Savings per Vehicle Produced*

GJ per vehicle produced

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

15877

24630

20656

GHG emissions reduction due to
ENCON initiatives 

tCO2

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

Air Emissions 

tonnes

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

Sox NOx SPM

109.07 600.04

557.24

421.33

171.88

226.98

111.54212.26

• Installation of 200 nos. of wind ventilators at Pantnagar 
instead of powered fans saved 5.40 Lakh KWh per 
annum

• Running equipments to maximum efficiency with proper 
planning & loading lead to an annual savings of 19.73 
lakh KWh in Pune

• Installation of VFD's for Blowers & Pumps annually saved 
23.23 lakh KWh of energy for Pune

• Switching off shop ventilation Air Supply Plant (ASP) 
during non-production time saved 7.11352 lakh KWh at 
Sanand

We extend the energy management principles to our 
supply chain by creating awareness among vendors on 
various environmental issues including energy efficiency 
and management. Best practices and case studies are 
regularly shared with vendors through emails and vendor 
meets. We realise the impact of transporting our 
workforce and as a first step this year have quantified the 
emissions due to employee commute. In 2013-14 
employee commute accounted for 12,773 tCO2e of GHG 
emissions.

Air Emissions

Particulate matter (PM), oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and 
sulphur (SOx) constitute other air emissions arising due to 
our manufacturing activities. We continually work towards 
reducing these emissions through efficient manufacturing 
process and use of cleaner fuels. Various steps are taken 
to effectively monitor air emissions from our facilities. An 
on-line monitoring and alarm system for incinerator 
emissions for hazardous waste are at Jamshedpur for the 
incinerator. We use R134a which has zero ozone 
depleting potential as a refrigerant in our products. During 
the year, our Jamshedpur, Pune and Sanand plants have 
used 674.08 kg CFC-11 equivalent of ODS.

93384

0.167

144.27

Air emissions per vehicle produced* 

Kgs per vehicle produced

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

Sox NOx SPM

0.12 0.67

0.73

0.76

0.22

0.25

0.200.38

0.19

ODS Consumption 

Kg CFC-11 eq

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

63.31

58.35

91.85

GHG Emissions per vehicle produced* 

tCO2e per vehicle produced

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

0.46

0.49

0.53
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0.21

0.15

0.14
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• Waste disposal, emissions treatment

• Depreciation cost and Maintenece cost of equipment 
used in pollution control

• External services for enviromental management

• External certification of management systems

• Personnel for General enviromental Management 
Activities

• Extra Expenditure for Insatalling cleaner Techniologies

• Other enviromental Costs

33%

38%

5%
1%
4%

7%

12%
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Investing in Green Buildings

We realize the importance of reducing the energy and 
environmental impact of our Factory Buildings and began 
our Green Factory Building journey from the Pimpri Plant in 
Pune by voluntarily registering for the IGBC Green Factory 
Rating System. In 2010 the Pimpri Plant received an ‘IGBC 
Gold’ rating in the category of existing Factory Building. 
This recognition provided the impetus to seek higher 
targets when construction began on our most recent Plant 
at Dharwad (commissioned in April 2012). The twin 
advantages of learning’s from Pimpri and the availability of 
contemporary materials and technologies made it possible 
to build ‘environment and energy features’ into the 
‘greenfield’ project at Dharwad from the planning stage 
itself. The Dharwad plant was awarded the 'IGBC Platinum' 
rating in July 2012. The journey continued at our 
Pantnagar Plant where IGBC awarded the new 
Administration Building with the 'IGBC Gold' rating in the 
new construction category in December 2012.

Environmental Stewardship

Responsible use and protection of the natural environment 
through conservation and sustainable practices have been 
the primary areas of TML's environmental stewardship. Tata 
Motors has always endeavoured to minimize its 
environmental impacts. We have laid emphasis on 
conservation initiatives, especially energy, waste and effluent 
management and water conservation. The climate change 
and environment policies adopted at TML helps take a 
precautionary approach against all the environmental 
impacts made. Our green building policy and environmental 
procurement policy focus to develop an efficient supply chain. 
We have a Safety, Health & Environment (SHE) committee at 
the Board level which also reviews our environmental 
performance. This committee consists of independent as 
well as executive directors. At the Business level, we have a 
SHE council which reviews the environmental performance 
at the individual business levels. All our manufacturing 
locations are certified for ISO 14001:2004 – Environmental 
Management System Standard.

Materials Management

Our efforts, from the design stage to production and sales, 
are directed towards consuming fewer resources through 
product innovation and process optimization which 
contributes to lesser environmental impact. We primarily 
use steel sheets and plates, castings, forgings, tyres, fuel 
injection equipment, batteries, electrical items, rubber and 
plastic parts, paints and thinners for manufacturing the 
vehicles. Aggregates such as axles, engines, gear boxes 
and cabs are either manufactured by us or procured from 
our subsidiaries, affiliates or strategic suppliers. We also 
require consumables such as lubricants, welding 
consumables etc., for our production processes. 

Our research team is constantly working on alternate and 
composite materials. Eliminating or reducing use of 

hazardous substances in our vehicles continues to remain 
one of focus areas for product innovation and development. 
Use of jute and polypropylene based composite have been 
successfully implemented for headlining application in some 
of our vehicles such as Tata Nano. They also require less 
energy to manufacture compared to conventional glass 
fibres and are readily available in India, making it viable to 
replace glass fibres.

Our ‘Recon’ (reconditioning) business was conceptualised 
to cater to the need of CVBU customers whose vehicles 
require overhauling to extend the life of aggregates. The 
used aggregates are reconditioned at a dedicated facility 
at our Lucknow plant. The revenue from our ‘Recon’ 
business in the reporting period was INR 1.30 billion, 
reconditioning 8,944 long blocks and 23 NPI (New Product 
Introduction) items. We also recycled 41,149.8 tonnes of 
metal scrap and forgings at our Jamshedpur, Sanand, 
Pantnagar and Pune plant.

Environmental Expenditure

INR Million

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

370.71

232.16

362.17

Environmental Expenditure - Percentage Breakup
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600.04

Recon Business Turnover

INR Billion

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

1.01

1.30

1.33

Recycled Metal Scrap & Forgings

In Tonnes

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

31,140

41,150

44,452

Recycled Material used per vehicle produced

Tonnes per vehicle produced

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

0.035

0.074

0.058
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Material Units FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14 
consumed

Steel Tonnes 258,980 135,873 114,185

Steel Tubes Tonnes 43 19 3

Non-Ferrous Alloys Tonnes 5,181 3,577 3,838

Ferrous Alloys Tonnes 3,097 733 2,740

Steel Melting Scrap Tonnes 95,993 68,422 50,456

Paints, Oils & Lubricants Tonnes 14,457 10,840 2,680

 Kilo Liters 16,717 12,455 9,140

Tyres, tubes & flaps Numbers 8,497,702 5,282,763 3,102,908

Engines Numbers 152,785 100,737 81,644

Sand Tonnes 78,522 52,634 20,161

We took concerted efforts to reduce our packaging 
footprint. We continue to increase the use of sustainable 
packaging (replacing wood with metal and plastic) and 
reuse existing packaging (recycling wood). Awareness on 
reduction of fresh packaging material is created among 
our suppliers and they are encouraged to innovate on use 
of packaging material with lesser environmental impact. 
We have also collaborated with our strategic suppliers and 
developed custom-built collapsible polypropylene (PP) boxes 
for components that are difficult to handle (e.g. 
dashboards). These custom-built reusable packaging 
solutions have significantly reduced our packaging material 
requirement. 

At our Jamshedpur plant, we were able to avoid use of 
wood as packaging materials by using corrugated fibre 
boxes instead of wooden boxes. Our Pune plant is closely 
working with numerous vendors to shift from conventional 
non-reusable packaging to returnable and reusable 
packaging solutions. Components, which earlier were 
procured in cardboard packaging, are now procured in 
recyclable containers. We were able to eliminate the need 
for packaging Air Brake Tubes at the Pune plant by shifting 
from PP boxes to returnable steel trolleys.

Waste Management  

Our waste management practices place emphasis on 
reducing waste generation, reusing/recycling waste 
generated and disposing waste in an environmentally

Dharwad Plant - IFBC Platinum Rated Plant
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implemented rain water harvesting systems in our plants, 
which has proven beneficial in reducing our water usage 
costs and as back up water supply in times of water 
shortages.

Our plants recycled 3,396,796 KL of water, representing 
48% of water withdrawn. Pune PVBU recycled  2,245,00 
KL of treated effluent back to process in 2013-14. A 
full-fledged RO Plant is being used which has increased the 
quantum of effluent recycling.

Hazardous waste disposed  FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

Sludge11(tonnes) 5,763.35 5,281.62 3584.60

Used Batteries (tonnes) 164.44 187.59 158.88

Used oil (tonnes)12 510.36 212.67 238.44

Oil contaminated materials (tonnes)13 230.49 155.75 72.5

Other hazardous waste (tonnes)14 1,495.33 2,296.76 433.38

Other hazardous waste (KL)15 441.07 739.80 189.19

Non-Hazardous waste disposed  FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

Plastic waste (tonnes) 246.44 284.19 107.12

Metallic scrap (tonnes) 25,601.96 37,991.19 3957.31

Other non-hazardous waste (tonnes)16 99,128.31 50,902.75 45993.48

sound manner. Paint sludge is one of significant hazardous 
waste generated in automobile industry. We took 
significant efforts to reduce and reuse/recycle paint 
sludge which is being recycled through an authorized 
Re-cycler into recycled primer paint and is re-used in-house 
as well as at vendors end for application on castings. At 
some Plant locations, paint sludge is being diverted to 
cement industry as a waste derived fuel. During the year, 
43.2 tonnes of paint sludge from our Pune plant and 
28.32  MT of paint sludge from our Pantnagar plant was 
converted to usable primer through an authorized recycler. 

Apart from recycling and reusing the paint sludge, our 
Jamshedpur plant manufactures pavement bricks from 
incineration ash generated due to incineration of wastes. 
Jamshedpur plant utilizes incineration ash and ETP sludge 
for making pavement bricks. During the year our Pantnagar 
plant utilized 219 MT of ETP sludge for making pavement 
bricks. We are also working with cement companies to 
explore the opportunities for co-processing of various types 
of wastes including plastics. We are partnering with the 
cement industries in the vicinity of the locations where we 
operate for co-processing of hazardous and non-hazardous 
waste.

The other hazardous and non-hazardous waste generated 
at our plants is segregated at source through the use of 
standardized colour coded bins. The hazardous waste is 
disposed off in an environmentally sound manner adhering 
to pollution control board norms. The non-hazardous 
waste, primarily wood and metallic scrap is sold to 
recyclers. The organic waste generated from our canteen 
facilities at Jamshedpur and Lucknow plants is converted 
to manure through organic waste convertors. The biogas 
generated by canteen waste is recovered and used 
through biogas plants planned at Pune, Jamshedpur and 
Lucknow plants.

Water Management

We aim to reduce our water footprint, through the 
implementation of water recycle and reuse systems and 
checking the leakages in our processes. We have also 

11 Sludge includes paint sludge, phosphating sludge, grinding sludge,salt bath sludge,etp sludge,chromium hydroxide sludge
12 Note: density of used oil assumed to be 0.9
13 Includes cotton rags, scrap oil filters, oil soaked saw dust
14 Includes solid hazardous waste like containers of acid, scrap asbestos, glasswool etc.
15 Includes liquid hazardous waste like spent coolants, waste thinner etc.
16 Includes cartons, jute bags, wood waste, rubber waste, canteen waste, sand etc
* Intensity ratios have been worked out on basis of vehicles produced from Tata Motors manufacturing locations.

Source of Water withdrawn in FY 2013-14

Water withdrawn per vehicle produced*

KL per vehicle produced

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

9.87

12.67

12.48

74%
Municipal water

19%
Ground water

7%
Rain water
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Water Footprint Initiative

As a part of the Tata-IFC Corporate Water Partnership, 
Tata Motors along with Water Footprint Network (WFN) 
and International Finance Corporation (IFC) completed a 
Water Footprinting exercise for our manufacturing 
locations in India. We have taken this initiative forward by 
working with selected vendors to compute their water 
footprint. Going forward, we intend to increase our 
coverage of vendors across our locations.

Percentage of water withdrawn
that is recycled/reused 

Percentage

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

16.49

47.87

13.29

1.63

6.11

1.66

Total water recycled or
reused per vehicle produced*

KL per vehicle produced

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

Total Water Recycled or Reused

KL

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

1,450,140

3,396,796

1,267,682

World Environment Day celebration at Pune
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located within a 10 Km range of any biodiversity hotspots 
or protected water bodies. Our plants are located in 
industrial areas. Our Pune plant has since its inception, 
taken a number of steps to preserve the ecological value of 
in our immediate vicinity. This includes the creation of 
water bodies and 245 acres of green belt. Marshy / 
swampy areas have been developed all along the margin of 
the water bodies, with the specific intention of creating 
nesting and feeding habitats.

Biodiversity Management

All our plants stand testimony to our commitment to 
enhance the biodiversity value of the area where we 
operate. We have established environmental cells at each 
of the manufacturing locations, which ensure that the 
biodiversity value of the areas in which we operate is 
maintained and enhanced by our presence. No significant 
impact has been assessed during the Environmental 
Impact assessment of any of our plants and they are not 

34

All manufacturing plants make optimum use of waste water by re-using it in-house for maintenance of garden and 
landscaped areas as well as to sustain the “green belt” developed around the plant premises. Treated effluent is also used 
for secondary purposes within the plant and in some plants we have reverse osmosis technology in place for re-cycling the 
treated effluent back to process water quality for re-use in the process. 

Wetland Habitat created adjacent to Pune plant by Tata Motors
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Permanent workforce profile by gender

Numbers

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

871

95829,376

28,346

Male Female

94128,625

Permanent workforce profile by cadre

Numbers

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

Worker
Junior
Management

Middle
Management

Senior
Management

4,142 9,055 96615,054

4,09415,532

3,79315,660

1079

1064

9,629

9,049

Permanent workforce turnover by age

Numbers

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

<30 Years 30-50 Years >50 Years

365500

439548

505 46658

23

28

Temporary Workforce Profile

Numbers

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

Temporary
worker/ fix term
contract workers

Apprentice/ 
Trainees

Average
contractual
labour

778428,544

11,53816,174

7,816 15,00811,110

16,459

18,052

Human resource is an integral part of any organization and 
forms the foundation for any company. On basis of some of 
the global best practices, we have designed a robust 
‘Human Resource Strategy’ which addresses key aspects 
of human resource development such as our Code of 
Conduct, fair and objective performance management, 
talent management, performance based compensation 
structuring and comprehensive training.

We provide all our employees with learning and 
development opportunities in a planned manner and 
encourage them to proactively identify their own needs so 
as to update their skills. The organization ensures that the 
needs of the temporary workforce are taken care of by 
providing them safe work environment and ensure that 
permanent positions are offered to them in case of the 
vacant position. 

Our permanent workforce headcount at the end of FY 
2013-14 was at 29,566 compared to 30,334 during the 
last fiscal year. The organisation has responsible hiring 
policies which promote hiring from local communities into 
the plants. This is in compliance with state laws on local 
hiring. Our management employees are hired solely on 
merit-basis. During the year, we hired 990 male and 79 
female permanent employees, of which 23 male and 3 
female employees left the company in the same year. 
48.59% of total permanent workforce in Tata Motors are 
unionised employees.

TML employs a significant number of temporary and 
contractual workers who are integral to the overall 
workforce. We have engaged various contractors with 
proven track-records and work with them to ensure that a 
safe and healthy work environment is provided to all the 
workers. All employees belonging to the operative grades 
are covered by wage agreements with the employee 
unions, except at our Sanand and Dharwad plants. 

The company strictly adheres to its policy of having no child 
labour and forced labour. All the security personnel have 
been trained to ensure no underage workers enter the 
plant premises and even our contractors are giving strict 
instructions which prohibit them to employ underage 
workers. For any operation the only exceptions to the 18 
years age bar are those who are part of government 
approved apprenticeship schemes and internships. 

All security personnel are trained on TCoC including 
aspects such as human rights before they begin their 
duties. All our employees are trained on TCoC which 
includes aspects such as anti-corruption policies and 
procedures, anti-bribery, etc. 

At Tata Motors, we recruit people across geographies with 
diverse ideas, cultures and approaches. 

Training and Development 

Tata Motors is committed to the training & development of 
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Total man-hours of training 2013-14

man-hours

377,641

40,848

137,688

306,020

63,658

412,613

its employees. There is a focused approach to address all 
capability gaps and prepare employees for changes in the 
external environment, such that it enables meeting the 
organization’s strategic objectives. 

The training & development system addresses 
development needs of various segments of workforce 
through the Tata Motors Academy (TMA). Well defined 
Centres of Excellence (CoE) like Manufacturing Excellence & 
Innovation, Commercial, Corporate, Management 
Development and Global Leadership are a part of TMA. 
These CoEs address the diverse needs of different 
categories of employees and functions through mediums 
like classroom interventions, external programs as well as 
an in-house learning management system (LMS) based 
online platform. TMA offers learning interventions at each 
level of an employee’s transition in the organization 
beginning with his/her joining. High potential employees at 
senior levels are also selected for the Fulbright fellowships 
for leadership in management.

As a means of ensuring business relevance and value of 
learning offered, efforts are taken to closely align learning 
& development with business needs and priorities through 
a learning governance body called as Learning Advisory 
Council (LAC). We have a multi-tiered LAC structure which 
involves senior leaders in different parts of the organization 
as its members. LACs play a threefold role namely – 
designing, implementing and reviewing the learning agenda. 

At the upper most level, Apex LAC defines the broad level 
training and development strategy (both short and long 
term) in line with the organization’s core competencies and 
strategic challenges. This strategy breaks down into BU 
level and then into location level strategies, which capture 
both long and short term learning needs and focus areas. 
Various business relevant functional training initiatives have 
been launched under the leadership of LACs encompassing 
all areas of business (manufacturing, sales & service and 
research). Some of them are 

• Manufacturing - Autonova Tx, World Class Quality, 
Problem Solving Process – 7D

• Purchase & Supply Chain – ProX for enhancing process 
excellence

• Commercial  -  Numeropreneur, Drona, Sales Guru

In the Management Development domain, a customised 
programme for mangers moving into people management 
role was launched under the brand “First Time Manager” 
and has been implemented across the organization. Our 
signature induction programme “Steerin” continues to 
receive good feedback from all new entrants. “Coaching 
imPACT” which focuses on developing leaders as coaches 
was driven with focus across the organization and 64% of 
leaders in executive grades (EG) were covered through this 
structured intervention in FY 2013 – 14.  Also a flagship

Senior Management

Middle Management

Junior Management

Workers

Temporary workers/Fixed Term Contract workers

Contractual lebour

Average man-hours of training 2013-14

man-hours

41.73

38.39

36.30

19.54

37.14

2.22

Gender wise man-hours training of 2013-14

Senior
Management

Middle
Management

Junior
Management

1,633.92

354,982

39,214

Male Female

9638128,049

22658
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leadership intervention, “Leadership Edge” was launched 
for all Senior GMs and above. This a comprehensive 
curriculum structured around seven key topics which will 
be covered over a three year period using a blended 
approach and has the sponsorship of Excom.

Within the Technical Training set up an innovative 
Fundamental Skills Training intervention has been launched 
across the organization. This aims at addressing the key 
issues of inconsistent quality, poor craftsmanship, high 
repair & rework and low productivity levels through training 
of the front line team members on the correct skill 
required to perform the job. We are now migrating from a 
trade based training approach to a process based training 
approach wherein it’s more important for the team 
member to know skills related to his actual work in addition 
to the general trade based skills which he learns at the 
Training institutes (ITI’s). These skills are very specific and 
not currently taught at the ITI’s.

The trainings provided to trainees, apprentices and fixed 
term contracts (FTCs) throughout the year are well 
monitored and in 2013-14, a total of 1.65 million 
manhours of training were imparted to trainees and 
apprentices across all the plants.

Our Other Programmes

Our forum ‘Parivartan’ seeks employee inputs and 
suggestions on improving our policies and practices. Our 
organization witnessed several changes in policies and 

organizational infrastructure based on the employee inputs 
received through Parivartan.

We have a robust organizational culture which promotes a 
performance oriented culture. We follow an annual salary 
revision cycle and outputs from PACT (Performance 
Assessment and Coaching Tool) such as individual ratings, 
company performance and promotion recommendations 
are used to decide employee salary revisions. During the 
year, 100% of eligible employees received performance 
feedback as per Company policies.

We have always believed in taking care of our employees 
and ensure that employee benefits are provided to our 
workforce. Each employee is eligible for multiple benefits 
which start right from the first day up to post-retirement. 
These benefits include gratuity, superannuation, Bhavishya 
Kalyan Yojana (BKY), post retirement medicare scheme, 

provident fund and compensated absences. Every year we 
have a number of employees who have completed their 
service with the organization and we provide them training 
to prepare them for the challenges and opportunities that 
arise after retirement.

There are crèche facilities as well as superannuation 
allowance that help cater to the needs of a diverse 
workforce. In FY 2012-13, 102 female employees took 
maternity leave while 79 were on our rolls at the end of FY 
2013-14.
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Establishing the right safety culture across the 
organization ensures good performance. As a major step 
forward, we have formed a SHE committee of the Board of 
Directors under the Chairmanship of Dr Raghunath Anand 
Mashelkar. This committee meets on a quarterly basis and 
reviews the safety, health and environmental performance.

Safety & Health are uncompromised aspects of our 
operations and we strive to create a positive safety culture 
towards achieving the ultimate goal of ‘zero-injury’. 

We are trying to inculcate a sense of ownership among all 

individuals and instil safe  behaviour. We continually strive 
to perform beyond compliance whilst positively influencing 
our value chain members to improve their safety 
standards. There is an increased focus on areas like 
training and awareness, safety observations, audits etc. to 
drive a positive safety culture.

For more information

Visit our website http://www.tatamotors.com/know-us/policies.php

Instilling safe behaviour

We are moving to the next stage of implementation where 
the employees’ behaviour is being targeted. The 
behavioural aspects of safety are reinforced by:

i. Senior leadership involvement: Seniors are involved in 
safety observation process, incident investigations, etc 
which sets a good example to the employees of the 
commitment from the leaders.

ii. Rewards and recognition: Employees are recognised 
for their contribution to safe work environment.

iii. Consequence management and progressive discipline 
for safety ‘non-compliance’ – We have rolled out 
‘Guidelines on Consequence Management for ‘Safety 
Non-Compliance’. This guideline aims to establish a 
framework for progressive disciplinary decision 
making, thereby ensuring a fair and transparent 
process for initiating such actions, which are intended 
towards changing behaviour. The kind of actions taken 
include training, coaching and counselling for different 
scenarios. 

iv. Safety training: A structured process of training has 
been implemented for all levels of employees and 
associates.

Defensive Driving Training (DDT): This is one of the largest 
training programs on defensive driving for employees in the 
industry, and sets new benchmarks for companies to 
emulate. We have trained over 11,000 employees and 
associates through 583 sessions. This training 
programme has also received an award by OSH India in the 
‘Safety Innovation’ category.

Safety Excellence Journey 

TML has developed thirteen standards addressing the 
managerial, cultural, behavioral and technical aspects of 
Safety. These standards include:

1. Safety Observations Standard

2. Incident Investigation

3. Contractor Safety Management

4. Lockout Tagout 

5. Electrical Safety Management Standard 

6. Working at Height

7. Safe Driving, Vehicle & Traffic Safety

8. Personal Protective Equipment

9. Lifting and Supporting of loads

Aim
Enhance the safety standards at 
Tata Motors and develop a 
positive safety culture across the 
organisation with an endeavour to 
be the best in Safety and Health in 
automobile industry in India

Approach
• Senior leadership commitment
• Safety ownership
• Consistent safety standards
• Training and awareness
• Sharing & Learning
• Continual improvement

Key Targets
• Zero fatality
• Stringent target of 25% 

reduction in Lost Time Injury 
Frequency Rate (LTIFR).

• Achieved a Lost Time Injury 
Frequency Rate (LTIFR) of 0.39 
against a target of 0.51. 

• Our Target for FY 14-15 is 0.31,
a 20 % reduction.

Key Intiatives 
• Halfway through  the  3 year engagement with 

M/s DuPont for excellence in Safety 
• Strategic partnership with M/s Castrol to 

enhance safety standards of Dealer Workshops
• Enhanced focus on training and awareness across 

operations
• Safety Beyond Plants-Warehouses, FBV, Offices
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10. Permit to work and Hot Work Standard

11. Job Safety Analysis & Take2

12. Management of Change

13. Fire Safety Management

Safety review and monitoring

The safety and health aspects are governed within the 
organisation at different levels – from the senior 
leadership level to shop-floor level.

Senior Board of Directors’, SHE
Management Committee of Board of
 Directors, ExCom, StaffCom 

Business Level SHE Council, Steering Committee

Plant/Site Level Apex Committee, Plant
 Sub-Committees

Factory/ Factory Implemenatation
Department Level Committees

There is an online reporting system in place for safety 
observation process and incident investigation due to 
which there is an enhanced data integrity, speed and 
governance. Safety standards and procedures are 
available on the centralised portal for easy accessibility. 
Major incident announcements and High Potential incident 
(HIPO) announcements are sent to ‘Serious Incident Info’ 
group that comprises of senior leaders.

Employees are encouraged to report incidents that occurs 
and an in-depth incident investigation is conducted, learning 
of which is shared with all employees. The continuous 
efforts towards creating a positive safety culture have 
contributed towards reducing the overall lost time injuries. 
A reduction of 42.6% in the overall lost time injury 
frequency rate was achieved during FY 2013-14.  However, 
we had an unfortunate event of one fatality during the year. 
The fatality was investigated and appropriate mitigation 
measures have been put in place to avoid recurrence of 
such incidents.

Safety FY FY FY
performance17 2011-12  2012-13  2013-14

Lost time 200 122 59
injuries

Lost time 1.08 0.68 0.39
injury rate
(per million
manhours)

Fatalities 0 1 1

Safety performance Employees Contractors
(FY 2013-14)

Lost time injuries 42 17

Lost time injury rate
(per million manhours) 0.40 0.37

Fatalities 1 0

Mandays lost 6951 404

Health and Wellness

We give utmost importance to the health and wellness of 
our employees and adopt a holistic approach to health 
with best-in-class practices and an unwavering focus on 
preventive and proactive measures.

We have occupational health centers in all the plants. For 
critical cases that can’t be treated inside the premises 
are referred to external hospitals. 

The strategic impetus to Occupational Health (OH) is 
guided by the Corporate Safety & Health Policy which is 
governed by the established matrix SHE structure. Under 
preventive OH interventions, specific OH check-ups are 
conducted and complimented by OH awareness sessions 
through lectures and exhibitions. Enabling Immunization, 
imparting First-aid training and creating general health 
awareness amongst employees is an ongoing activity 
across Plants. Some specific health interventions for 
female employees included inter alia Immunization, 
providing crèche facilities for their children, organizing 
lectures on breast cancer and stress management. 
Employees exposed to hazardous processes are 
subjected to six monthly check-ups on specific tests.

Series of initiatives like awareness sessions, mailers, etc 
are conducted. Health and Wellness manual has been 
made. It is general awareness of the employees with 
respect to the automobile industry that will help them 
facilitate deployment of health related initiatives in their 
respective areas. Blood donation camps were organized 
across the Plant locations. Several Lectures and Health 
talks by experts and specialists were organized on 
chronic and lifestyle diseases for the benefit of employees 
and their families. We organize health lectures for our 
women employees.

Other initiatives included Rural Health programs for the 
community covering Ante Natal Checkup (ANC) screening 
for high risk cases in women, vision checkup of children, 
cataract detection and dental checkup for the elderly and 
diabetes checkups for villagers. 

The health Index was created so as to improve the overall 
work environment of the employee. It was implemented so 
as to score employees on the basis of his/ her general 
health. The score is generated through an online system, 
and assessed on the basis of parameters like chronic 
diseases, tobacco habits, BMI W/H ratio and sick leave. 

17 Lost Time Injury Rate is calculated for millon man-hours work and includes employees and contractors.
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Castrol partnership for Safety in Dealer 
Workshops

In line with our Safety and Health Policy of enhancing the 
Safety Standard of our business partners, Tata Motors is 
in a strategic partnership with Castrol, to enhance the 
safety standards of its dealer workshops. The first step in 
this direction was the release of the MMS (Minimum 
Mandatory Safety Standards)  in form of a manual, the 
requirements under which are being implemented in a 
phased  manner at all Dealer  Workshops. To implement 
this Standard at the workshops we have completed 
training sessions across all regions and we have covered 
132 workshops. The training is not only imparted to our 
channel partners but also to the TML employees who 
review and monitor the progress on Safety. Through this 
program, we have trained 280 people. 

Benefits from the initiative include:
• Influencing Business partners in inculcating a robust 

safety management system

• Reduction in incident rate

• Boosting morale and employee performance

11 Lost Time Injury Rate is calculated for million man-hours worked.
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Once evaluated, a centralized list of employees with a poor health index score is prepared and a one-one counseling 
session is provided for the employees with a team of doctors.  The Health Index score is given on a matrix of 0 – 14, 14 
being the best. The health index has found favour with the employees that we currently in the process of replicating this 
across all TML locations except Jamshedpur.

We are in the process of developing a comprehensive Health and Wellness manual which will be launched in the month 
of April, 2014.
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We depend on an inter-connected and cohesive value chain that 
works in tandem to seamlessly deliver customer delight. The 
success and sustainability of each of our value chain members 
is critical to us. We closely work with our value chain members, 
both on supply and delivery side, towards creating a sustainable 
value chain that embraces our philosophy of creating enduring 
stakeholder value while minimizing the impacts on environment. 

We use a Vendor Management system across all our locations 
to manage our supply chain which includes several processes 
to help enlist new vendors, develop new products, early vendor 
integration, material scheduling and implementing cost 
reduction decisions. In order to manage our relationship with 
several of our dealers effectively, we have integrated our 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system with the 
Dealer Management System (DMS). 

In a major acknowledgement of its supply chain strength, our 
company has been ranked 5th in the IT research firm Gartner’s 
list of 25 major performing supply chain organizations 
headquartered in Asia Pacific. Meanwhile, at the Tata Motors’ 
Annual Supplier Conference held in August 2013 at Macau, the 
company acknowledged suppliers for partnering in the 
company’s ‘journey towards excellence’.

During FY 13-14, several initiatives have been incorporated at 
Tata Motors towards making our supply chain strong and 
sustainable. Some of our initiatives have been mentioned below.

Branding and Customer Experience

With the Customer at the heart of Tata Motors’ ACES 
philosophy, we envision a vibrant, engaging and world-class 
dealership experience at its stores. PVBU recently launched its 
new retail identity that bids to transform dealerships into 
modern points of engagement with consumers through 
best-in-class experience at showrooms and workshops in terms 
of design, convenience and engagement. Three world-class 
designs for automobile stores were implemented and evaluated 
before arriving at the final concepts. By June 2014, the existing 
showrooms will transform from mere spots for transactions to 
retail spaces that one can easily relate to, from a typical dealer 
point to a place where the customer takes centre focus, and 
from conventional dealerships to modern, youthful and vibrant 
sites.

New Developments and Innovation

We at Tata Motors perform a range of activities that focus on 
new developments in services and technologies. The role of 
technology was on the agenda at the Technology Days 
celebrated at Pune. The Bosch Technology Day (November 20), 
Korean Auto Parts Technology Day (November19-20) and the 
TACO Technology Day (January 23, 2014) demonstrated how 
new developments can pave the way to achieve improvements 
in quality, cost and weight reduction.

For vendors, the Steering Committee Meet held at the Lake 
House (December 3) and the Vendor Meet North Zone in New 
Delhi (January 6, 2014) brought out focus on transparency and 
commitment, improved communication and sharing of future 
road maps on quality, technology and demand.

The environment-friendly practice of light weighting took centre 
stage at the Light Weighting Conclave held at Pune on 

December 5th and 6th, 2013. Reduction in the weight of the 
vehicle system, sub-systems and components are part of our 
organization’s attempt at producing green, fuel-efficient vehicles. 
The Light Weighting exhibition showcased 36 new technologies 
for weight reduction and stressed on the need to transform the 
relationship with suppliers into that shared by partners. 90 key 
light weighting concepts were generated for various vehicle 
systems during this exhibition. 

Skill Development

We launched the TECHFEST forum, bringing together about 
25,000 technicians, spread across the company’s 1,300 
commercial vehicle dealerships and authorized service stations, 
to upgrade their skills. Through this forum, we aimed to 
promote a mutual understanding between the company and its 
dealer service technicians, allowing them to learn the latest in 
service technologies at the same time understanding their 
training needs, ensuring the highest levels of service quality and 
delivery. The first edition of TECHFEST was based on aggregate 
identification and specification, lubricants, vehicle electrical 
safety and troubleshooting.

Inauguration of Dealer training centre

The second regional Dealer Training Centre was inaugurated at 
Jasper, Vijaywada. Equipped with cut sections of aggregates, 
special tools and working models, the centre has the capacity to 
train 25 people in a single batch, with 2 exclusive trainers. It is 
fully self-sustainable and can provide silver and bronze level 
training to all the authorized TM workshops, local mechanics, 
technicians of the customers at a nominal fee. This initiative will 
complement our new Training Certification program and would 
help sustain the skill levels in the field. Unemployed youth would 
also benefit through this centre, as it will improve their 
employability. On this occasion, Training Completion Certificates 
were also awarded to the first batch of trainees

Local Sourcing

Procurement is a strategic function which helps improve an 
organisation's profitability. It helps streamline processes, 
reduce raw material prices and costs, and identify better 
sources of supply. In essence, helps to reduce the bottomline of 
a company. The vendor parks at our Sanand and Pantnagar 
plants helps reduce logistic complexities while improving the 
supplier relations and minimizing the climate change impacts 
related to transportation. Our manufacturing plants have 
sourced approximately 54.62 % of materials and services from 
vendors within their state of operations.

Percentage of Local Procurement

Pune

Jamshedpur

Lucknow

Sanand

Pantnagar

Dharwad

54.0

69.3

23.0

32.5

58.7

16.5
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The importance of good corporate citizenship forms the 
backbone of the Tata group and having imbibed this value, 
we too at Tata Motors envision the prosperity of the entire 
region in which we operate. It is from this standpoint that 
the company facilitates several developmental projects in 
the communities adjoining its manufacturing units. 

Our four pillars of our community development program 
encompass; Health (Arogya), Education (Vidyadhanam), 
Employability / Livelihood (Kaushalya) and Environment 
(Vasundhara. At TML, the CSR programs are formulated 
within the purview of societal inequalities that we feel need 
to be highlighted. We have assessed the most pressing 
needs of society through regular consultation with various 
internal and external stakeholder groups and have 
developed programs that will aid in tackling social 
inequities.  Our CSR initiatives focus on comprehensive 
development through sustainable and integrated planning 
towards improving quality of life of people living in and 
around the places we operate in. The objectives set in each 
of the focus areas will enable villages to become more 
self-reliant. We have also undertaken initiatives that will 
cater to the overall development and needs of the 
SC’s/ST’s. Under our Affirmative Action program, we also 
focus on facilitating direct or indirect employment of 
SC/ST personnel and extending business opportunity to 
SC/ST entrepreneurs. Through a collaborative approach 
and active participation from the community we aim to 
improve social conditions thereby enabling overall 
empowerment of the people.

Arogya (Health)

Through this initiative we aim to improve overall health in 
the communities through preventive and curative health 
services. This initiative of ours addressed malnutrition in 
communities we operate by providing preventive and 
curative healthcare services. We also created health 
awareness through different programmes and campaigns. 
Through health camps, we raise awareness amongst the 
community members on balanced diet, malnutrition, use of 
tobacco, etc. We also train community members in first 
aid, as mid-wives and as community health workers. In 
2013-14, more than 2,84,000 persons have benefitted 
from our Arogya initiative. We have also implemented and 
initiated programs like Eye education & checkup camps, 
Anemia detection, nutritional camps and different 
awareness sessions that will aide in the overall wellbeing of 
the villagers.

Safe Drinking Water Project at Villages

Through Sumant Moolgaokar Development Foundation 
(SMDF), we implemented the ‘Amrutdhara’ initiative which 
aimed at providing access to safe drinking water to needy 
and deserving communities. Since the inception of this 
initiative, a total of 296 drinking water projects have been 
implemented across the country. 

National Safe Drinking Water program is implemented in 

the drought prone villages through SMDF. Employees who 
are member of SMDF contribute small amount from their 
salary and equal amount is contributed by the company. 
Since inception, this project quenched thirst of people living 
in 202 villages. This program has not only made water 
available in drought prone villages but it has also eased 
lives of women who have to walk 5-6 kilometres every day 
in search of drinking water. 

Vidhyadhanam (Education)

Our education based programs under Vidhyadhanam aim 
to improve the overall quality of education in schools 
through various training programmes for students, 
teachers and parent. Our secondary school education 
program at Pune has not only motivated students to 
complete their education but it has also guided them 
towards right career path. Some students, associated with 
us through this program, have now joined the company as 
apprentices. The success of this program encourages us 
to upscale this model across manufacturing units.Going a 
step further, we have also started special coaching classes 
for secondary school students. We strive to create 
conducive teaching-learning environment through –

a. Scholarship assistance to meritorious and deserving 
students.

b. Organising coaching classes for weaker students.

c. Strengthening school infrastructure by improving 
classrooms, constructing toilets, establishing library etc.

d. Addressing softer issues- Children are part of different 
workshops and training programmes that range from 
residential camps, personality development 
programmes, skill building exercise, competition etc.

Support to Special Children: 

Children with Special Needs are often frowned upon by 
society but at Tata Motors we believe in providing a holistic 
development to these children. In Sanand we have 
developed 5 Resource Centers - BRC Sanand, Modaser, 
Goraj, Fungri & Rethal. Each of these Resource Centers 
have been developed for children with special needs and 
are equipped with special appliances and equipment along 
with teaching experts. Such special needs children come to 
Resource Room 3-4 times a month on a Saturday and are 
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allowed to make use of all the equipment.  At Jamshedpur, 
Asha Kiran & START institutions support the cause of the 
special children. This is one of the unique initiatives where 
around 100 students are being given training on to 
manage their lives and to earn a dignified living.

Kaushalya (Employability)

Mindful of the need for skill development to generate 
employment in the country, Tata Motors has joined hands 
with various NGOs and ITI’s (Industrial technical Institutes) 
across the country, offering technical education in 
automotive trades, with an aim of assisting these institutes 
to fulfill the objectives laid down in the Prime Minister’s 
National Skill Development Mission. Tata Motors continued 
its CSR efforts towards skill development and improving 
employability. 

Skill development of Indian Youth is one of our major CSR 
program. We have a three step prolonged approach 
adopted to promote and enhance employability of youth. 
This is followed by post-training engagement with the 
employable youth to help them to have gainful employment 
thus, become productive members of the society.

Professional Driver Training Program

We believe that the vitality and growth of the Indian 
economy depend on the road transportation and this 
sector also opens a door of opportunity for the unemployed 
youth with relatively lower educational qualification. We also 
recognize that drivers are the primary customers of 
company’s commercial vehicles and to sustain business 
growth, more drivers will be required in upcoming years. To 

address these challenges and create employment 
opportunities to unemployed youth, we have developed a 
unique approach towards professional drivers training.

Driving Centre launch in Madhya Pradesh

Tata Motors, through a unique Public-Private 
Partnership with Urjanchal Driving School, inaugurated 
its Commercial Vehicle Driving Centre in Singrauli, MP. 
While the company continues to impart training to CV 
drivers; product and road safety through Defensive 
Driving techniques for aspiring and existing commercial 
vehicle drivers is key objective of the joint initiative.
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simple technology and has health benefits for rural women. 
Residents of Ramnager village of Nainital district are 
dependent on Jim Corbett National Park for fuel wood. 
Women walk for 5-6 kilometres to collect fuel wood daily 
and face the threat of wild animals. In consultation with 
villagers and representative of local NGO, we decided to 
share cost of installing 5 pre-fabricated Bio-Gas units.

Other Initiatives 

Kshitij –Prerana

This is one of our flagship initiatives for self-development 
and meditation program towards developing positive 
personalities among team members, promoting leadership 
at all levels by providing life skills like yoga and meditation.

The objective is to connect our employees with the rural 
communities and help the community members increase 
their knowledge and awareness on basic health and other 
issues specially related to use of safe drinking water, basic 
sanitation practices and hygiene aspects.

Volunteers under the Kshitij program usually spend 3-4 
hours in the villages with school children, local youth & 
community people. 

304 volunteers participated in this program & have 
touched the lives of almost 5000 community people.

Joy of Giving Week:

The "Festival of Philanthropy” is  being celebrated every 
year during 2-8 Oct by engaging people through "acts of 
giving" - time, resources and skills and money.

Drought relief in Work in Maharashtra

Maharashtra had faced the worst drought in more than 
four decades in 2013-14. The state had received less than 
50% of average rainfall in the last two monsoon seasons 
because of which 12,000 villages have been affected and 
almost 1/5th of Maharashtra has been declared drought 
hit. Acting on an appeal made by TISS for funds to support 
drought hit villages in Osmanabad district, our company 
organized fund raising drive at Pune Works and offices in 
Mumbai and Thane. 

The money was used to provide water to 50,000 plus 
residents of 40 drought-stricken villages of Osmanabad 

Enhancing skills of rural women

We promote formation and strengthening of self-help 
groups of rural women. We strengthen their groups by 
imparting training on record keeping, accounting, etc. In 
partnership with specialized agencies like Rural Self 
Employment Training Institute (RSETI), we train them in 
entrepreneurial skills like - tailoring, phenyl and broom 
making, apiculture, etc. and extend them marketing 
support. Through these activities, by working at flexible 
timings, women are able to earn additional income to Rs. 
800 per month.

Apprenticeship Training Program at Pune

Every year more than 3000 youth undergo apprenticeship 
training in our in-house training department. Upon 
successful completion of training they get an opportunity to 
be part of our workforce. Under our Affirmative Action 
Program, the training department at Pune has relaxed age 
and marks criteria for SC/ST students and also arranged 
for accommodation for outstation candidates.

Vasundhara (Environment)

Tree Plantation Drive

In line with the principles and values of the Tata Group on 
environmental conservation, TML has been promoting the 
importance of environmental conservation through annual 
tree plantation drives in partnership with Education 
Department for the last three years. More than 200000 
plants have been planted through this initiative.

In the year 2013-14 a Public Private Partnership model 
was developed for promoting green cover under the 
‘Vasundhara 100000 Tree Plantation Program’. This 
program was a collaborative initiative between the Social 
Forestry Department, Government.of Gujarat, Taluka 
Development Office & Tata Motors Ltd. The drive was 
extended to involve active participation and engagement of 
the community, gram panchayat, school children, teachers 
and different industries of the area. 

Promoting use of clean energy – Domestic 
Bio-Gas Plant

A Bio-Gas unit is an excellent source of clean energy 
created from animal waste. It is environment friendly 
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district. Each village had 12,000 litres of assured drinking 
water for both people and cattle as well as fodder for the 
cattle. TISS was responsible for supervising the relief work 
in project villages and ensure effective implementation of 
the project. 

Uttarakhand Flood Relief Work

In June 2013, the heavy rains in the state of Uttarakhand 
caused devastating floods and landslides and wiped out 
entire villages and settlement. Tata Motors played a pivotal 
role in Tata Group’s response to this national calamity. Our 
employees and union members enthusiastically 
participated in the relief activities. Our dealers M/S Oberai 
Motors and Amit Autowheels facilitated procurement and 
transportation of relief materials in affected areas. A team 
of doctors from Jamshedpur, Pune and Lucknow provided 
health services in remote affected areas. We have 
distributed 3 truck-load of relief material to 500 families 
stranded in remote villages of Pithoragarh, Chamoli and 
Uttarkashi districts.

Affirmative Action Program – Towards Inclusive 
Growth

Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes have been, for 
centuries, the most neglected, marginalized and exploited 
people. The scourge of untouchability was a blot on the 
Indian civilization. Despite the constitutional declaration of 
its abolition, it persists in many subtle and not so subtle 
ways. It has been an unmitigated tale of prejudice, 
discrimination and exploitation. Scheduled Castes (SC) and 
Scheduled Tribes (ST) face dual disadvantages of 
discrimination and limited opportunities. We realize the 
value of inclusive growth and have positioned our strategy 
to complement our business objectives. We have adopted 
Tata Group Affirmative Action (AA) Policy towards inclusive 
growth of marginalized sections of society, the Scheduled 
Castes (SC) and Scheduled Tribes (ST). Our AA program 
focuses on 4Es – Education, Employment, Employability, 
and Entrepreneurship. We design and implement programs 
which have defined quantifiable indicators and defined 
targets.

Education

During the year we have extended 651 scholarships to 
SC/ST students and 1 FEAE scholarship for higher studies. 
9300 SC/ST students benefitted from school support 
program including coaching classes, teacher training, 
co-curricular activities and infrastructure development.

Employability

We have observed that due to their academic performance 
or lack of exposure, many times SC/ ST youth are not 

selected for our in-house Apprenticeship training program. 
Training divisions at Pune have relaxed age and marks 
criteria for SC/ST youth and Jamshedpur started a batch 
exclusively for them. Going a step ahead, Training Division 
at Pune conducted apprenticeship recruitment program at 
29 tribal ITIs and selected 135 ST candidates under Job 
trainee Apprenticeship scheme. We have also conducted 
Faculty Development Program for 100 teachers of tribal 
ITIs.

In 2013- 14, we have trained 1685 SC/ST youth in 
automotive trades and 834 youth in trades related to 
service sector. 422 members of community based 
stakeholder groups, such as – farmers’ group, women 
self-help group are trained in improved agriculture and 
allied industries such as – dairy, pisciculture, etc.

Entrepreneurship 

We have already partnered with DICCI (Dalit Indian 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry) to identify and 
incorporate SC/ST entrepreneurs in vendor base. We 
presented about our Affirmative Action Program in vendor 
meets to obtain buy-in from current vendors. This year, we 
have added 2 more SC/ST entrepreneurs (total 9 
entrepreneurs) in our supply chain and extended business 
of Rs. 241.6 lakhs to them.

Way Forward

Focused intervention, innovative approach and 
multi-stakeholder partnerships will be key features of our 
CSR program. Moving forward on the same curve, we have 
re-oriented our CSR strategy integrating community 
aspirations and strategic business needs. Malnutrition 
treatment and prevention, customized to educational 
inputs to secondary school students and skill building of 
youth leading to employment or self-employment are some 
the major projects conceptualized for implementation 
across the company. We have also developed inter-linkages 
amongst our focus areas and planned to impact lives of 
more than a million people in next five years.

For more information on community initiative

 Refer our CSR Annual Report FY 2013-14 available at
http://www.tatamotors.com/sustainability/sustainability.php
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Introduction 

DNV GL, represented by DNV Business Assurance India Private Limited (‘DNV GL’), has been commissioned by the management of Tata Motors 
Limited (‘TML’ or ‘the Company’) to carry out an independent assurance engagement on the Company’s Sustainability Report 2013 -14 (‘the 
Report’) in its printed format. This assurance engagement has been conducted against the DNV.GL Protocol for Verification of Sustainability 
Reporting (‘VeriSustain’ - www.dnv.com/moreondnv/cr/; available on request) and adherence to the principles of Global Reporting Initiative 2011 
Sustainability Reporting Guidelines Version 3.1 (GRI G3.1). The verification was conducted during June-August’ 2014, for the year of activities 
covered in the Report i.e. 1st April 2013 to 31st March 2014.

The intended users of this Assurance Statement are the management of the Company and readers of the Report. The management of the Company 
is responsible for all information provided in the Report as well as the processes for collecting, analysing and reporting the information presented 
in the printed report. Our responsibility regarding this verification is to the Company only and in accordance with the agreed scope of work. The 
assurance engagement is based on the assumption that the data and information provided to us is complete and true. We expressly disclaim any 
liability or co-responsibility for any decision a person or entity would make based on this assurance statement.

Scope, Boundary and Limitations of Assurance 

The scope of work agreed upon with Company includes verification of the following:

• The verification of the qualitative and quantitative sustainability performance of the Company based on the GRI G3.1 guidelines, covering 
economic, environmental and social performance for the activities undertaken by Company over the reporting period 1st April 2013 to 31st 
March 2014 and reported in this Report;

• Review of the policies, initiatives, practices and performance described in the Report as well as references made to the Company’s Annual 
Report;

• Evaluation of the disclosed information in the report, the systems and the processes TML has in place for adherence to the principles set out 
in the Global Reporting Initiative Sustainability Reporting Guidelines Version 3.1 (GRI 3.1);

• Information relating to the Company’s sustainability issues, responses, performance data, case studies and underlying systems for the 
management of such information and data;

• Information relating to the Company’s materiality assessment and stakeholder engagement processes;

• Confirmation that the Report meets the requirements of GRI G3.1 for an Application Level A+, as declared by the Company.

The reporting boundary is as set out in the Report i.e. the reporting boundary covers the operations of the Company within India. Information related 
to joint ventures and subsidiaries is not included in this Report. No limitations on the scope of the assurance engagement were encountered during 
the verification process. The reported data on economic performance is based on audited financial statements by the Company’s statutory 
auditors. No external stakeholders were interviewed as part of this assurance engagement.

Verification Methodology

This assurance engagement was planned and carried out in accordance with VeriSustain. The Report has been evaluated against the following 
criteria:

• Adherence to the principles of Inclusivity, Materiality ,Completeness, Responsiveness ,Reliability and Neutrality as set out in VeriSustain, and

• The principles and requirements of GRI G3.1 for Application Level A+.

As part of the engagement, we have verified the statements and claims made in the Report. In doing so, we have:

• Reviewed the Company’s approach to stakeholder engagement and its materiality determination process;

• Verified the sustainability-related statements and claims made in the Report and assessed the robustness of the data management system, 
data accuracy, information flow and controls;

• Examined and reviewed documents, data and other information made available by the Company;

• Visited the Company’s Corporate Office at Mumbai and operational sites in India i.e. Pune (Commercial Vehicles Business Unit) & (Passenger 
Vehicle Business Unit), Lucknow & Pantnagar;

• Conducted interviews with key representatives including data owners and decision-makers from different divisions and functions of the Company;

• Performed sample-based reviews of the mechanisms for implementing the Company’s sustainability related policies, as described in the Report;

• Performed sample-based checks of the processes for generating, gathering and managing the quantitative data and qualitative information 
included in the Report.

Conclusions

TML’s Sustainability Report, 2013-14, provides a fair representation of the Company’s sustainability policies, objectives, management approach and 
performance during the reporting year. The Company has implemented management systems with sustainability as the focus, to manage its key 
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sustainability parameters. We confirm that the Report, along with the referenced information in the Annual Report meets the general content 
and quality requirements of GRI G3.1. We confirm that the Report meets the requirements for Application Level A+ as declared by the Company. 
We have evaluated the Report’s adherence to the following principles on a scale of ‘Good’, ‘Acceptable’ and ‘Needs Improvement’

Inclusivity: As a part of its stakeholder engagement process, the Company has engaged (both formally and informally) with key stakeholders 
for assessing the emerging risks at its operational facilities. The Report may bring out outcomes of stakeholder engagement and the Company’s 
response to identified material issues based on its engagement. In our opinion, the level at which the Report adheres to this principle is 
‘Acceptable’.

Materiality: The Company has identified and reported its material issues of significance based on internal and external stakeholder 
perspectives at the macro level and has not missed out any known material issues. The management of the Company is committed to effectively 
identify, manage and report the material aspects based on a continual evaluation for long term sustainability. In our opinion, the level at which 
the Report adheres to this principle is ‘Acceptable’.

Responsiveness: We consider that the Company has fairly responded to identified key sustainability aspects and challenges in the local 
sustainability context, including aspects related to the automobile sector, within the reporting boundary. In our view, the level at which the Report 
adheres to this principle is ‘Acceptable’.

Reliability: The majority of data and information verified at the Corporate Office and four operational sites were found to be accurate. Some of 
the data inaccuracies identified during the verification process were found to be attributable to transcription, interpretation and aggregation 
errors and the errors have been communicated for correction. Hence in accordance with VeriSustain, we conclude that the specified 
sustainability data and information presented in the Report is generally reliable. In our view, the level at which the Report adheres to this principle 
is ‘Good’.

Completeness: The Report fairly responds to the disclosure requirements and the scope of the report covers key economic, environment and 
social aspects and performance disclosures related to GRI G3.1 for Application Level A; In our opinion, the level at which the Report adheres to 
this principle is ‘Good’.

Neutrality: This Report presents a balanced account of the Company’s sustainability performance, related issues and key performance 
indicators, in terms of content and tone. In our opinion, the level at which the Report adheres to this principle is ‘Good’.

Opportunities for Improvement

The following is an excerpt from the observations and opportunities for improvement reported to the management of the Company and are not 
considered for drawing our conclusions on the Report; however they are generally consistent with the management’s objectives:

• To further strengthen its sustainability initiatives, inputs from diverse stakeholders could be incorporated into the Company’s strategic 
planning process; the Report may also bring out the strategic responses to material issues and stakeholder expectations.

• The Company may expand the scope and boundary of reporting to include material aspects from related activities within its sphere of control 
and influence i.e. Joint Ventures, Subsidiary Companies and Supply Chain partners.

• Sustainability performance may be disclosed at regular intervals for stakeholders to make informed decisions and benchmarked with peers.

DNV’s Competence and Independence

DNV GL is a global provider of sustainability services, with qualified environmental and social assurance specialists working in over 100 countries. 
DNV GL states its independence and impartiality with regard to this assurance engagement. While we did conduct other third party audits work 
with TML in 2013-14, in our judgement this does not compromise the independence or impartiality of our assurance engagement or associated 
findings, conclusions and recommendations. We were not involved in the preparation of any statements or data included in the Report, with the 
exception of this Assurance Statement. We maintain complete impartiality toward any people interviewed.

For DNV GL,

Ramesh Rajamani
Project Manager
DNV Business Assurance India Private Limited, India.

Vadakepatth Nandkumar
Assurance Reviewer, Head-Sustainability and Climate Change Services,
DNV Business Assurance India Private Limited, India.

14th Aug’ 2014, New Delhi, India
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AA - Affirmative Action
ABCI - Association of Business Communicators of India
AGM - Annual General Meeting
AIAM - Association of Indian Automobile Manufacturers
AIAF - All India Achiever s Forum
AMC - Automated Milk Collection
ARAI - Automotive Research Association of India
ASCI - Advertising Standards Council of India
ASEA - Australian Service Excellence Award
ASSOCHAM - The Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry  

 of India
ASU - Air Separation Unit
BCCI - Bombay Chamber of Commerce and Industry
BKY - Bhavishya Kalyan Yojana
BMC - Bulk Milk Chiller
BS - Bharat Stage
BSC - British Safety Council
CER - Certified Emission Reduction
CFC - Chlorofluorocarbon
CFT - Cross Functional Team
CII - Confederation of Indian Industry
CIM - Corporate Image Monitor
CKD - Completely Knock down
CNG - Compressed Natural Gas
CRM - Customer Relationship Management
CS - Corporate Sustainability
CSR - Corporate Social Responsibility
CSI - Customer Satisfaction Index
CVBU - Commercial Vehicles Business Unit
DC - Direct Current
DMS - Dealer Management System
EEC - European Economic Committee
EMS - Energy Management Systems
ENCON - Energy Conservation Initiatives
EPM - Enterprise Process Model
ETP - Effluent Treatment Plant
EU - European Union 
EXCEED - Exceeding Customer Expectations through Enablement

 of Distribution Network
FO - Furnace Oil
FY - Financial Year
GHG - Green House Gases
GJ  - Giga Joules
Gm -  Gram
GVK - Gram Vikas Kendra
HCV - Heavy Commercial Vehicle
HR - Human Resources
HSD - High Speed Diesel
HVAC - Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
ICAI - Institute of Chartered Accountants of India
ICM - Integrated Cost Management
I.C.P. - Inductively Coupled Plasma
ICR - Integrated Cost Reduction
ILO - International Labour Organization
IMC - Institute Management Committee
INR - Indian Rupee
IPCC - Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
IR - Industrial Relations
ISO - International Organization for Standardization
IT - Information Technology
ITI  - Industrial Training Institute
KL - Kilo Litre
LCV - Light Commercial Vehicle
LDO - Light Diesel Oil
LMV - Light Motor Vehicle
LPG - Liquefied Petroleum Gas
MANCOM - Management Committee

MCV  - Medium Commercial Vehicle
M&HCV - Medium and Heavy Commercial Vehicle
MT  - Metric Tonne
MTC - Malnutrition Treatment Centre
MW - Mega Watt
NA - Naturally Aspirated
NADCA - North American Die Casting Association
NEAC - National Environment Awareness Campaign
NEDO - New Energy and Industrial Technology Development

 Organisation
NG  - Natural Gas
NGO - Non Governmental Organization
NJMS - Navjagrat Manav Samaj
NPI  - New Product Introduction
NVH - Noise Vibrations and Harshness
OC - Operations Committee
ODS - Ozone Depleting Substance
OHSAS  - Occupational Health and Safety Assessment Series
PACT  - Performance Assessment and Coaching Tool
PAT  - Product Attribute Teams
PVBU  - Passenger Vehicle Business Unit
PKS - Parivar Kalyan Sansthan
PLC  - Programmable Logic Controller
PM  - Particulate matter
PP  - Polypropylene
PPA  - Power Purchase Agreement
PPE  - Personal protective equipment
RBI  - Reserve Bank of India
R&D  - Research and Development
REACH  - Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction

 of Chemicals
REEV  - Range Extended Electric Vehicle
RO  - Reverse Osmosis
RSO  - Regional Sales Office
SAM  - Severely Acute Malnourished
SAP  - Systems, Applications and Products
SC  - Scheduled Castes
SDT  - Self Directed Teams
SHE  - Safety, Health and Environment
SHGs  - Self help Groups
SIAM  - Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers
SKD  - Semi Knock Down Kits
SMDF  - Sumant Mulgaonkar Development Foundation
SRM  - Supplier Relationship Management
ST - - Scheduled Tribes
START  - Society for Technical Assistance and

 Remedial Teaching
SVK  - Samaj Vikas Kendra
TBEM  - Tata Business Excellence Model
TCOC  - Tata Code of Conduct
TML  - Tata Motors Limited
TMLDC  - TML Distribution Company Limited
TS  - Technical Specification
UK  - United Kingdom
UN - United Nations
UNICEF - United Nations Children's Fund
UNFCCC - United Nations Framework Convention

 for Climate Change
UV - Utility Vehicle
WACC - Weighted Average Cost of Capital
WPI - Wholesale Price Index
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Contents Page GRI Reference Remarks/Additional Information

SustaiNext 4.8 4.8 – We also have a Climate Change policy and Environment Policy. Details of the 
same are mentioned in our previous report:
http://www.tatamotors.com/sustainability/sustainability.php

About the report 2.1, 3.1, 3.6,
3.13, 4.12

2 3.2 – Our previous report was published for the year 2012-13. It can be accessed 
at http://www.tatamotors.com/sustainability/sustainability.php
3.3 – Reporting cycle is annual 
3.6 - We have not reported on the subsidiaries and joint ventures over which we 
have no direct operational control.
3.7 - The environmental performance reported does not include our office locations 
and three company owned service workshops in India. The economic performance, 
permanent workforce and defined benefit plan related information is reported for 
the entire company. Specific limitations (if any) pertaining the performance 
indicators reported have been detailed in the individual sections.
3.8 –We have reported on the sustainability performance of the manufacturing 
operations where we have complete control over their systems and processes.
3.9 - Relevant explanations have been provided in the individual section where 
necessary
3.10 – Re-statements of information have been reported in the relevant sections
3.11 – This is no significant change 
4.12 - We subscribe to the United Nations Global Compact and Millennium 
Development Goals

Company Profile 2.2, 2.3, 2.5,
DMA EC (Market
Presence)

3 2.2 - http://www.tatamotors.com/vehicles-and-services/ passenger-vehicles.php 
and http://www.tatamotors.com/vehicles-and-services/commercial-vehicles.php
2.3 – Please refer AR 2013-14 (page 148).
2.5 – Please refer AR 2013-14 (page 12).
2.6 - Please refer AR 2013-14 (page 118-119).
2.7 - Our significant markets of exports include Africa (21 countries), Europe (4 
countries), Latin America (1 country), Middle East (9 countries), SAARC region (6 
countries) and ASEAN region (4 countries) Additional information can also be 
obtained from AR 2013-14 (page 16, 17).
2.8 - Aspects of scale are addressed in relevant sections of the report. Please 
refer our Annual Report 2013-14 for additional information. It can be accessed 
through our corporate website 
at:http://www.tatamotors.com/investors/financials/financial-reports.php (page 
33, 38,53,55,56,78,79,84,183) Details of employees are mentioned in the 
Workforce Development section.
2.9 - Please refer AR 2013-14 (page 62,118,119,120).
SO8 - We have not paid any fines for non compliance with laws and regulations in 
the reporting period

Managing Director’s 
statement

Corporate 
Governance

1.1,1.2, EC24 1.2– Key impacts, risks and opportunities have been detailed in relevant sections. 
For more information, please refer AR 2013-14

Awards 2.16

4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.9, 4.10, 
DMA EN (Compliance), 
DMA HR
(Investment & 
Procurement
Practices, 
Non-discrimination
, Assessment, 
Remediation),
DMA SO (Corruption, 
Anti-competitive 
behaviour, Compliance), 
HR3, HR4, HR10, SO2, 
SO3, SO8

.8-10 4.1 – Please refer AR 2013-14 for additional information (page 104-113).
4.3 – We do not have any female directors on our Board of Directors.
4.5 - Refer AR 2013-14 (pages 109-110)
4.6 - Refer AR 2013-14 (page 98-99)
4.7 - Refer AR 2013-14 (pages 107) Further information is available at: 
http://www.tatamotors.com/know-us/bod.php
4.11 – Our Climate Change and Environment Management policies and practices 
adopt precautionary approach to anticipate and minimize environmental impacts 
through development of products which have lesser environmental impact and 
adopting industry best practices to reduce environmental impact of our 
manufacturing operations.
4.13 Refer SR 2011-12 (page 17) LA13 - Refer AR 2013-14 Further details at 
available at: http://www.tatamotors.com/know-us/bod.php 
DMA HR (Investment & procurement practices) – Refer SR 2011-12 (page15-19)
HR3 - All employees undergo a one-hour refresher course on the TCoC which 
includes clauses on ethics, human rights and anti-corruption.
HR 10 - Through TBEM assessments, all our operations are periodically checked 
for various elements of the TCoC including but not limited to aspects of anti-bribery 
and corruption, equal opportunities, competitive markets, regulatory compliance 
and human rights.
SO4 – Actions are taken in response to corruption as per the Tata Code of 
Conduct. There have been no recorded incidents of corruption this year.
SO6 - We have not made any financial contribution to any political party or politician.
SO7 - There have been no legal actions against us for anti-competitive behaviour, 
anti-trust, and monopoly practices.

Public Policy 
Advocacy

4.13, DMA SO (Public 
policy), SO5 (Partial)

10

Material Issues 3.5, EC212



Stakeholder 
Engagement

3.5, 4.4, 4.14, 4.15, 
4.16, 4.17,
DMA PR (Product & 
service labelling, 
Customer privacy), 
PR5

14-16 4.4 – Refer AR 2013-14 (pages 104-113).
4.14 – For additional information refer SR 2011-12 (pages 22-24)
4.15 - We have a wide variety of stakeholders with varying needs.
We engage with each of the stakeholders to address different issues and concerns 
as delineated in Stakeholder Engagement
section. For additional information refer SR 2011-12 (pages 22-24)
4.16, 4.17 – For additional information refer SR 2011-12 (pages 22-24) DMA PR 
(Product & service labelling) – Refer SR 2011-12 (pages
27-28)

Economic 
Performance

DMA EC (Economic 
Performance,
Indirect Economic 
Impacts), EC1,
EC9

20 EC4 – We have not received any significant financial assistance from the 
government
EC5 – We abide by all national regulations of wage payments and pay equal to or 
above minimum wage requirements at all our
plants. The ratio of standard entry level wage to local minimum wage at all locations 
of operation is 1:1 for men and women employees.
EC9 – Refer SR 2011-12 (page 26)
HR1 - All our investment agreements and contracts mandate adherence to the 
TCoC, which includes human rights clauses.
There have been no significant investments made during the year.
DMA EC(Indirect economic impacts): Refer SR 2011-12 (page 30), Please refer AR 
2013-14 for additional information

Product Innovation 
and Safety

DMA EN (Materials, 
Products &
Services), EC2, EN6, 
EN26, DMA
PR (Customer health 
& safety,
Product & service 
labelling, Marketing 
communications, 
Compliance), EN6, 
PR1 (Partial), PR2, 
PR3, PR4, PR6, 
PR7, PR8, PR9

22-26 EN27 - We do not use any significant packaging materials for any of our vehicles.
PR1 - A study has been done based on ELV rules for all vehicles to be exported to 
European markets. For more information, please refer to: 
http://www.tatamotors.com/sustainability/ELV/resourcesustainability.php
PR3 – Refer SR 2011-12 (pages 27-28)

Energy and Climate 
Change

DMA EN (Energy, 
Emissions),EC2, EN3, 
EN4, EN5, EN7, 
EN16, EN17 
(Partial) EN18, 
EN19, EN20, EN21, 
EN22, EN29

28-29 EC2 – Refer AR 2012-13 (page 88,90)
EN17 - We are enhancing our capacities to monitor other relevant GHG emissions.
EN23 - There were no significant spills (spills greater than 159 litres-one barrel in a 
single occurrence of an incident) as a result
of our operations in the reporting period. We are the in the process of creating an 
internal standard for 'Environmental incidents, Incident response and Incident 
Investigation' which will strengthen our monitoring mechanism for significant spill 
based on the environmental impact.
EN24 - We do not import or export any waste deemed hazardous under the terms 
of the Basel Convention Annex I, II, III, and VIII.
EN25 - No water body or habitat is significantly affected by our water discharge or 
runoff.
DMA EN (Energy) : Refer SR 2011-12 (page 30)

Environmental 
Stewardship

DMA EN (Materials, 
Water, Biodiversity, 
Effluents & Waste, 
Overall), EN1, EN2, 
EN8, EN10, EN14, 
EN30

30-34 DMA EN (Transport) - The most significant environmental impact of transporting 
products and materials, and members of the
workforce is the associated air emissions. We strive to reduce them by using 
cleaner CNG fuel, especially for employee
commutation provided by us.
EN9 - No water sources are significantly affected by our withdrawals
EN11 – None of our operations are located close protected or reserved areas
EN14, DMA EN (Biodiversity) – While we do not have a specific policy for 
biodiversity, we do undertake initiatives to promote the same at all our locations of 
operations. Refer SR 2011-12 (Page 38)
EN28 – There have been no significant fines or non-monetary sanctions imposed 
on us for non-compliance with environmental
laws and regulations.
EN12, EN13, EN15 – Not Applicable

Workforce 
Management

DMA LA 
(Employment, 
Labour/managemen
t relations, Training 
& Education, 
Diversity & Equal 
Opportunity), 
DMA HR (Freedom 
of association & 
collective bargaining, 
Child Labour, 
Prevention of forced 
and compulsory 
labour, Security 
practices),EC3, EC7, 
LA1, LA2, LA4, 
LA10 (Partial), 
LA11, LA12, LA15, 
HR5 (Partial), HR6, 
HR7, HR8

36-38 DMA LA (Equal remuneration for men and women) – We do not discriminate based 
on gender for salary and wage payments.
DMA LA (Diversity & Equal opportunity) –Details are available at: 
http://www.tatamotors.com/know-us/bod.php. Please refer our AR 2013-14 for 
additional information. It can be accessed through our corporate website at: 
http://www.tatamotors.com/investors/financials/financial-reports.php (Page 
8-11, 108-113)
DMA HR (Indigenous rights), HR9 - All our manufacturing locations except 
Jamshedpur are in designated industrial areas. At Jamshedpur, there have been no 
cases of violation of rights of Indigenous people.
EC3 – Refer AR (page 181-182, 202)
LA3 - Refer AR (page 136)
LA5 – We abide by the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 regarding notice period to be 
given before any operational change
LA14 – Everything else being equal, the ratio of basic salary of men to women is 1:1
HR5, LA15 – Reported in in the relevant section
HR11 – There were no cases filed related to human rights violations this year.
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Contents Page GRI Reference Remarks/Additional Information

Value Chain 
Sustainability

EC6, HR6, HR744 HR2 - 100% our business partners sign the TCoC which mandates that they 
adhere to all laws related to human rights.

Community 
Development

DMA SO (Local 
communities), EC8, 
EC9, LA8, SO1, SO9

46-49 4.12 – We subscribe to the United Nations Global Compact and Millennium 
Development Goals. We also subscribe to the National Voluntary Guidelines on 
Social, Environmental and Economic Responsibilities of Business, India (NVG-SEE). 
The Business Responsibility Reporting is done based on the NVG-SEE principles and 
in accordance with the Clause 55 of listing agreement with Indian stock exchanges.
SO1 - All our operations have implemented local community engagements and 
development programs SO10 – None

Independent 
Assurance 
Statement

3.1350-51

GRI Content index 3.1252-54

Back Cover (request 
for feedback)

2.4, 3.4

Occupational Health 
and safety

DMA LA 
(Occupational Health 
& Safety), LA6, 
LA7(Partial), LA8

40-42 LA7- There have been no occupational disease cases recorded.
LA9 – Our formal agreements with trade unions cover health and safety aspects.
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Principle Description Page No.

Principle 1 Businesses should conduct and govern themselves with
 Ethics, Transparency and Accountability. 8 — 10

Principle 2 Businesses should provide goods and services that are safe and
 contribute to sustainability throughout their life cycle. 22 — 26

Principle 3 Businesses should promote the wellbeing of all employees. 36 — 38

Principle 4 Businesses should respect the interests of, and be responsive towards
 all stakeholders, especially those who are disadvantaged, vulnerable
 and marginalized. 14 — 16

Principle 5 Businesses should respect and promote human rights. 36 — 38

Principle 6 Business should respect, protect, and make efforts to
 restore the environment. 28 — 34 

Principle 7 Businesses, when engaged in influencing public and regulatory policy, 
 should do so in a responsible manner. 9 — 10

Principle 8 Businesses should support inclusive growth and equitable development 46 — 49

Principle 9 Businesses should engage with and provide value to their customers and 18
 consumers in a responsible manner. 22 — 26
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Area Advanced Criteria Page Reference

Criterion 1:
The COP describes key aspects of the 
company’s high-level sustainability strategy in 
line with Global Compact principles

Details on our high-level sustainability strategy can found 
in Managing Director's Statement (Page 04) and 
Material Issues (Page 12) sections of the report.

Criterion 4:
The COP describes actions taken in support 
of broader UN goals and issues

We have implemented Policy on Human Rights, Policy on 
Equal Opportunity and Non-Discrimination in Employment, 
Environmental Policy, Green Building Policy, Policy on 
Bribery and Corruption in support of broader UN goals 
and issues.
Actions taken in support of broader UN goals and issues 
can be found in Corporate Governance (Page 08-10),
Economic Performance (Page 20) Product Innovation 
and Safety (Page 22-26), Energy and Climate Change 
(Page 28-29), Environmental Stewardship (Page 30-34), 
Workforce Management (Page 36-38) and Community 
Development (Page 46-49) sections of the report.

We have implemented Policy on Human Rights, Policy on 
Equal Opportunity and Non-Discrimination in 
Employment, Environmental Policy, Green Building Policy, 
Policy on Bribery and Corruption in support of broader 
UN goals and issues. Details on Human Rights 
Implementation can be found in Corporate Governance 
(Page 08-10) and Workforce Management (Page 36-38) 
sections of the report.

Criterion 5:
The COP describes robust commitments, 
strategies or policies in the area of human rights

Criterion 6:
The COP describes effective management 
systems to integrate the human rights 
principles

Criterion 7:
The COP describes effective monitoring and 
evaluation mechanisms of human
rights integration

Criterion 8:
The COP describes key outcomes of human 
rights integration

Criterion 9:
The COP describes robust commitments, 
strategies or policies in the area of labour

Criterion 10:
The COP describes effective management 
systems to integrate the labour principles

Criterion 11:
The COP describes effective monitoring and 
evaluation mechanisms of labour
principles integration

Criterion 12:
The COP describes key outcomes of integration 
of the labour principles

Details on Labour Principles
Implementation can be found in Corporate Governance 
(Page 08-10) and Workforce Management (Page 
36-38) sections of the report.

Criterion 2:
The COP describes effective decision-making 
processes and systems of governance for 
corporate sustainability

Details on effective decision-making processes and 
systems of governance for corporate sustainability 
can be found in Corporate Governance (Page 
08-10) of the report

Criterion 3:
The COP describes engagement with all 
important stakeholders

Details on engagement with all important stakeholders 
can be found in Stakeholder Engagement section (Page 
14-16) of the report.
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Area Advanced Criteria Page Reference

Criterion 13:
The COP describes robust commitments, 
strategies or policies in the area of
environmental stewardship

Criterion 14:
The COP describes effective management 
systems to integrate the environmental
principles

Criterion 15:
The COP describes effective monitoring and 
evaluation mechanisms for environmental 
stewardship 

Criterion 16:
The COP describes key outcomes of integration 
of the environmental principles 

Details on Environmental Stewardship
Implementation can be found in Corporate Governance 
(Page 08-10), Product Innovation and Safety (Page 
22-26), Energy and Climate Change (Page 28-29) and 
Environmental Stewardship (Page 30-34) sections of the 
report.
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Criterion 17:
The COP describes robust commitments, 
strategies or policies in the area of
anti-corruption 

Criterion 18:
The COP describes effective management 
systems to integrate the anti-corruption
principle 

Criterion 19:
The COP describes effective monitoring and 
evaluation mechanisms for the integration of 
anticorruption 

Criterion 20:
The COP describes key outcomes of 
integration of the anti-corruption principle 

We have implemented Policy on Bribery and 
anti-Corruption in support of broader UN goals and 
issues. Details on implementation can be found in 
Corporate Governance (Page 08-10) section of the 
report.

Criterion 21:
The COP describes implementation of the 
Global Compact principles in the value chain 

Details on Value Chain Implementation can be found in 
Corporate Governance (Page 08-10), Stakeholder 
Engagement (Page 14-16) and Value Chain Sustainability 
(Page 44) sections of the report.

Criterion 22:
The COP provides information on the 
company’s profile and context of operation 

Criterion 22:
The COP incorporates high standards of 
transparency and disclosure

Criterion 23:
The COP is independently verified by a 
credible thirdparty

Details on company's profile and context of operation can 
be found in Company Profile (Page 03) and Corporate 
Governance (Page 08-10) sections of the report.

This report uses GRI G3.1 Reporting Guidelines and 
conforms to GRI 'A+' Application level.

This report is independently assured by M/s DNV.GL
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At Tata Motors, we value our stakeholders,
and your views are importance to us. Please
send in your valuable feedback to:

Mr. Suresh Tanwar
Vice President 
Safety, Health, Environment and Sustainability
Email: sustainability@tatamotors.com

Our Registered Office:
Bombay House,
24, Homi Mody Street,
Mumbai 400 001, India.
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